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Economics of
the Nuclear Family
by Lee Comer
William Goode noted that throughout the world,
industrialisation has heralded the breakdown o f
traditional family systems — everything from large,
land tied, extended households to d a n or
tribal systems, all o f which are giving way to the
small mobile unit:
'Fam ily research in the post World War II period
has documented one gross empirical regularity,
whose processes are not yet clearly understood —
that in all parts o f the world and fo r the first
time in world history all social systems are
moving fast or slowly toward some form of the
conjugal family system and also toward
industrialisation.'

uproot themselves in its service, so industrial
organisations require their high status employees
to go where the organisation dictates. Many
professions too require a permanent readiness to
move. The career teacher, doctor or scientist w ill
find promotion blocked if she or he has an
aged parent to care for, who doesn't want to move.
Until the peak o f consultant, professor or
headmistress is reached, at least five-yearly
changes of job are essential.
As long as the worker is w illing to sacrifice such
considerations and as long as his firs t loyalty is
to improving his own lifestyle, his m obility is
guaranteed. If his first loyalty is to his
community and not his pocket, then he is
capitalism's lost cause.

It is no accident. One of the first requirements of
a capitalist economy is a mobile, docile w ork
force. Men and women who are 'free' to acquire
the skills that the economy needs and who are
prepared to move wherever their skills are most
in demand. And this they cannot do if they are
tied, either emotionally or by obligation, to
the larger fam ily network. Even in such a
highly industralised country as Britain, there are
still many pockets o f extended close-knit
families and communities, whose members are
reluctant to uproot themselves. Significantly,
they are in areas o f depression and unemploy
ment — Glasgow, South Wales, Devon and
Cornwall. Grudgingly the State pays them dole
but urges them to move, leaving their families
and comm unity, to go and live in strange and
unwelcoming towns where they might find work.
Those that refuse to move end up on the
capitalists' scrap heap — poor, eventually
unemployable, a burden to the State etc. etc.
Not only are people expected to be geographically
mobile, they are also expected to be 'socially
mobile'. That is, through hard w ork, extended
education and a willingness to move frequently,
people can hope to rise out o f their class and
enjoy the dubious trappings o f more money and
status. But to do it they must break links w ith
their background, reject their families and class
in order to identify w ith the class they are
aspiring to. Just as the State requires people to

That the extended fam ily is now nothing more
than a quaint anachronism, surviving in a few
'backward' pockets o f industrial society, is an
indication of how effective capitalism is when it
invades what we regard as the personal domain.
But while the m obility o f the worker is fairly
easily assured, his docility is not. The most a
worker can travel w ith, w ithout becoming a
burden on the State, is that which w ill keep
him happy, fed, clothed, rewarded fo r his
labours, work
fixated, satisfied and perpetu
ated, i.e. wife and children. Too many single
men who can afford easily to go on strike, who
are w ithout the stabilising influence o f home and
small dependent fam ily, whose m obility,
instead of being useful to the system becomes a
threat, would not be sufficiently docile, or
malleable, (e.g. Irish building workers who fiddle
the system by moving on before tax authorities
can catch up w ith them, barrow boys, market
tradespeople and so on). There is a place in the'
industrial economy for temporary low paid
work, with little loyalty demanded of its
workers, who may be laid o ff whenever market
forces require that they should be and who can
easily be replaced — workers whose first
identification is not w ith work but w ith their
families — the actual reverse of everything I have
so far said, and that place is filled by women.
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For the purposes o f capitalist economy then,
the very best arrangement a man can make,
regardless o f his class or education is to:
1. take a w ife who w ill care fo r him and see
to all his needs and bear and rear his children
2. live w ith them in a small isolated group and
preferably away from his first fam ily w ith whom
his links must be only nominal (aged parents are
a liab ility!)
3. be intent on improving his standard of living,
thereby comm itting himself to overtime or
professional ladder climbing, both of which
require long hours away from home and a patient
uncomplaining wife.
4. be prepared to move house and tow n from
time to tim e but not to strike
5. support a w ife and growing fam ily.
For the purposes of capitalism, the best
arrangements a woman can make go parallel
to the man's. Her goals must m irror her
husband's. She must be prepared to work long
unpaid hours in the home while he improves
his lifestyle. But as well as applying herself
wholeheartedly to her husband's and children's
needs she must also be prepared to w ork outside
the home for 'p in ' money (i.e. low pay), but not
to identify w ith her work role. She must only see
her job as significant insofar as it adds to the
fam ily spending power and gives her something
to do when the kids grow up. Her w ork must
never give her independence, because his
m obility depends on her dependence on him.
Where he goes, so must she. So that if she is
laid o ff at w ork or is subjected to bad working
conditions and pay, it w ill not matter too much.
Thus, tw o basic needs of capitalism are met. A
motivated, mobile work force and a secondary,
casual work force.
The small nuclear fam ily, based on these funda
mental premises, is tailor made to suit the needs
of a capitalist economy. Though it doesn't always
work satisfactorily (notably in containing the
m ilitancy o f the workforce), no other kind of
social grouping would come anywhere near
satisfying the demands o f our society. And so it
is that (capitalist) industrialisation cannot co
exist w ith traditional fam ily patterns and wherever
capitalism thrives, so also does the small nuclear
fam ily.
Earlier I suggested some o f the conflicts
inherent in the marriage structure, conflicts which
originate in an obvious paradox — that marriage
is interpreted as serving the needs o f individuals,
whereas it is so institutionalised as to serve the
needs o f society. The same is true of the
fam ily itself, many o f whose apparently
intimate functions are, in fact, performed
directly on behalf of society.
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In many ways, any scrutiny o f those functions
focuses on the duties o f the woman w ithin the
family. Her role hinges on tw in ideals, neither
of which are performed directly on her own
behalf, but on behalf o f her husband and
through him, society as a whole, First, as we
have seen, as a provider o f her husband's (i.e.
worker's) physical, sexual, emotional jand
psychological well being, and second, as a
bearer and rearer o f children; bridging those
tw o ideals is the casual worker — a role which
serves both the fam ily (by increasing its
spending power) and the State, by providing
a reserve of cheap, unorganised labour.
There is an elliptical line we can draw from
the fam ily through society and back through
the woman, fo r it is she who underpins the
most important functions o f the fam ily, and it
is she who is the victim o f its inequities. It is she
who, pinioned at the base of each family,
experiences the contradictions. Over and over
again, we will'see that the functions the fam ily
performs for society are diametrically opposed
to the needs of the individuals w ithin the fam ily.
Sadly, because families and the women in them
are divided from each other, these oppositions
are understood as personal problems, inade
quacies, or worst o f all, an inability to cope.
For instance, if we look closer at the fam ily as a
refuge for the (male) worker, we can see how,
what is regarded as the usefulness o f the fam ily
is, in fact, the usefulness of women.
Many investigators have noted, apparently
w ithout irony, that the average worker in the
West does not get satisfaction from his work.
So he needs somewhere to work o ut his
frustrations, somewhere where he can relax
in order again to be revived to go back to work,
someone who w ill counter w ith love and
deference the powerlessness, dog-eat-dog climate
and alienation he experiences at work. Some
where, in short, where he can 'be himself'. And
so a wife, home and fam ily are coldly referred to
as the container for the worker's dehumanisation,
an outlet fo r the brutalising effects of work
which might otherwise be directed back into it.
(A worker can punch his wife but not his boss!)
A w ife and home siphon o ff the discontents
which, if left untreated, would endanger his
continued exploitation at work and threaten
the very foundations of the production process.
We ought not to be surprised that this knowledge
has proved useful fo r planners, industrialists and
some o f the sociologists in their pay. For instance,
it is now common practice to vet the wives of
white collar employees, to make sure that they do
not have careers or personal interests which
might get in the way o f their vital role as a safety
net fo r their husbands. Ideally, nothing should
interfere w ith her a bility or her willingness to be

Neither, unfortunately, does it find its way into
the forefront o f women's consciousness. Day in
and day out millions o f women enact the same
drama, never really knowing why they and they
alone should pour their energies into damming
up the harbour walls, while gradually and
imperceptibly getting swallowed up by the
waves which they are so desperately trying to
fend o ff. Because it is an acquired 'second nature'
for women to be torn two ways at once, the
conflicts mostly go unrecognised, only
emerging , in times o f impossible stress, as
'neuroticism' in the doctor's surgery.
(Increasingly though, through the impact o f the
Women's Liberation Movement, women can
recognise that what they have always regarded
as a private fam ily problem, unique to them 
selves and their husbands, is in fact a social
problem, directly attributable to the conflicting
roles which women are constrained to play
w ithin society.)
How does the woman feel, being the vehicle for
the "emotional input-output balance o f the
individual" (read "male w orker" fo r "individual").
She may have been on the go since seven in the
morning w ithout a break, having got up, dressed
and fed two children and husband, rushed the
children o ff to school, then dashed to shop,
factory or office job, shopped in her dinner hour,
rushed back to collect the children from school,
given them tea, sent them o ff to play while she
prepared an evening meal in time fo r her
husband's return from work, ready for anything
he has in mind. (And that may be called a
'Part-time job'.) She watches him eat, notes
the furrowed brow, asks-him if anything is
troubling him, listens while he recounts the
latest infamy o f the boss/fo reman/head,
sympathises while he chews on, barely
notes that he takes no interest in her w ork day,
keeps a firm and repressed grip on her constant
tiredness, asks him if he enjoyed his meal, then
later thanks him for helping her to wash up.
When he suggests putting his feet up, she says
'Yes, go ahead dear — I'll be with you in a minute'
and while he settles down to the newspaper or
the television, she gets the children o ff to bed and
then slips down to the launderette. Like a
puppet at the bidding of her 'second nature',
she believes that rest and relaxation are essential
for him but a luxury for her. She knows, too,
that the strength o f the fam ily is her res
ponsibility and that any complaint or serious
demand fo r change would weaken it. So she
simply doesn't 'bother' her husband w ith her
own difficulties, her tiredness and her domestic
work load because 'he's got enough on his plate
already'. And it isn't 'righ t' for a man who's
worked hard all day to support them, to come
home to a complaining wife. So, w ith most of
her choices already structured by her husband's

constantly at her husband's disposal so that she
can accommodate his every need. It has been
recognised as so important that the wife of a
candidate fo r a job merits almost as much interest
as the man and there are now independent
agencies whose sole task it is to make discreet
enquiries of neighbours and friends as to the
suitability o f the wife fo r her- husband's job.
Just how long it w ill be before the manual
labourer's wife is also investigated before her
husband is given a job is a matter fo r speculation,
but the practice is already filtering down from
the high powered, managerial level to the junior
executive and senior clerk levels.
This is how Wm. Goode refers, in passing, to
the usefulness o f the fam ily (i.e. woman) in
containing the 'problem':
'The conjugal emphasis on em otionality w ithin
the fam ily also serves somewhat the needs of
industrialism. A t lower job levels the worker
experiences little intrinsic job satisfaction; at
higher levels he obtains more job satisfaction
but is also subject to rather greater demands. A t
any level, the enterprise has no responsibility
for the emotional input-output balance of the
individual; this is solely the responsibility of the
family, in the sense that there is nowhere else
for it to go. The small fam ily, then, deals with
a problem which the industrial system cannot
handle.'
Thus the fam ily is held to be the 'emotional
input-ouput balance' fo r men. What Goode and
every other sociologist of the fam ily overlook is
that women are also workers, that the lack of
job satisfaction experienced by women is at
feast as bad and often far worse than the man's.
Not only is she burdened w ith the alienation of
her outside work but the home, instead o f being
a place where she can relax and work it all out,
is a psychological treadmill in which she must put
aside her own needs in order to smooth away her
husband's discontents.
Much of the resistance to women going out to
work and equal pay and opportunities, stems
from this fundamental function they perform.;
fo r nothing must detract from the prime task
o f seeing to the male worker's needs. Come rain,
shine or disaster, she must be there when he
comes in from work, he must have his meal ready
when he wants it, his clothes washed, aired and
ironed, his housework done, his children cared
for and most important, a w illing ear for all his
troubles. In this sense, the fam ily is only under
stood as beneficial to men; if women work
outside the home (and most do), their w ifely
duties must always take precedence. That there
is nowhere and no-one to siphon o ff the woman's
work alienation does not find its way into
literature on the family.
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breadwinning role and her own subservience to
it, she tries as best she can to fu lfil society's
requirements o f her and if she gets lost in the
process, that's too bad. There are ways of
living w ith that loss.
I have not, as some readers might suspect,
exaggerated the picture in the least. My own
inquiry into the lives o f housewives (and my own
experience), whether they were employed outside
the home or not, revealed substantially the same
picture as that revealed by tw o highly detailed
studies. In the book .'Managers and their Wives',
J.M. & R.E. Pahi document the relationship o f
men to their work and to their homes. Though
the women are not the subject o f the study, the
pattern o f their daily lives is just one long term
o f service and sacrifice to their husbands' work.
One o f their managerial respondents was asked
how he saw his home and he replied:
'A haven o f peace to return to . Somewhere where
I can get a b it o f sympathy when I need i t . . . I
haven't gone far wrong w ith what I've got; she's
always there when I come home and always
w illing to hear my moans. She makes me feel
wanted. I get a pleasant sensation from her at
times. She helps me to recharge after hectic days.
Basically what I look fo r — home to me is
somewhere where I can do what I please rather
than what someone else pleases and my wife
tolerates it; where one gets mollycoddled to
some extent.'
"Always there when I come home","always
willing to hear my moans" and "where I can do
what I please". And what's it all for? She
satisfied him so that he in turn, w ith his
batteries recharged, can better perform the
functions required o f him by society. It is
significant that this man prides himself on
giving his w ife a "free-er hand money-wise
than some o f my colleagues d o "; thus, as
Gillespie notes, he joins the ranks o f the many
men who accept the doctrine o f equality w ithout
having to live it. A very similar picture emerges
from the long study 'Sex, Career & Family' and
shows that, if anything, the picture I have painted
above is conservative. There is nothing to suggest
that the men and women m these surveys were in
any way unrepresentative o f their class, and thus
o f millions o f other families like them. In many
o f the cases quoted in these tw o books, the
women went to extraordinary lengths to protect
their husbands, and keep them ignorant o f
domestic problems and crises, merely in order
that their husbands could relax from the harsh
realities o f their work. Nothing should interfere
w ith the male worker's claim fo r rest, his right
to peace in his own home. It is im portant to note
that, despite the authors' sympathy fo r the wives
o f these men, the sacrifices o f the worn in are only
glimpsed here and there, being reflections o f the
men under scrutiny.

And the picture is the same across all social
classes. For the functions that the middle class
woman performs fo r her worker/husband are
precisely those of her working class ■counterpart.
Here the tensions may be subsumed more directly
under the 'natural order' although the woman's
subjective experience of the situation may be
much the same. She too, is doubled up under .
the weight of the harbour walls which she
supports unaided. Only the overt details are
different, as the follow ing account o f a mining
fam ily shows. When it comes to the demands
they make on their wives, the previously quoted
manager and the miner have much in common:
'Restricted to the home as they are, (miners')
wives do not appear actively to resent it. When
pressed they w ill acknowledge jealousy o f their
husband's freedom, but many of them say that
they find satisfaction in the care o f their
children. The husband having fu lfille d his
obligations when he has paid over the wife's
wage, it is part o f the woman's side o f the
bargain that the home must be a comfortable
place to come back to after work, w ith a meal
prepared, a room tid y and warm, and a w ife
ready to wait upon him. There must be no cold
meals, late meals, washing lying about, or ironing
to do while he is at home. These duties should be
performed while he is at w ork; when he is at
home the wife should concentrate on his
comfort. The wife agrees w ith these stipulations
(has she a choice?); both acknowledge that a
miner's work is hard and that it is a 'poor do' if
the wife cannot fu lfil her part o f the contract as
long as the husband fu lfils his. The authors cite
an instance where a wife had gone to the pictures
after asking her sister to prepare a meal and serve
it when the husband came home. The husband
so confronted threw the dinner 'to t'back o f
t'fire '. It was his wife's duty to look after him.
He would accept no substitute'. 1 (my parenthesis).
Thus it is not, as the sociologists have said, the
fam ily which re-charges the workers' batteries
and contains his discontents, but the women.
And each woman, in the isolation o f her locked
consciousness, silently and uncomplainingly
carries out the duties that society charges her
w ith, convinced that it is an intim ate part o f her
married life, when in fact it is a vital link in the
fam ily chain on which the industrial economy
depends fo r its existence. Exploited labour exacts
its price and it is women who pay it.
Before leaving the fam ily as a refuge from work,
"the haven o f peace", it is worth looking briefly
at a new (or at least newly noticed) aspect. The
latest function o f the fam ily which sociologists
have unearthed is one that has long been known
and experienced by women — that is, that the
fam ily is the centre fo r leisure. An obvious
point, perhaps, but one that has been overlooked

for a long tim e because workers had so.little o f it.
But (with ecology/pollution problems permitting)
a future is now envisioned where increased
automation, shorter working weeks, longer
holidays and longevity w ill make leisure a
headache instead of a luxury. The prospect of
thousands of aimless and under-employed men,
crowding out the pubs and betting shops,
wandering the streets is a 'problem' which is
already occupying the attentions of
government planners. As far as the State
machine is concerned, it would prefer not to have
to spend too much money improving social
amenities and creating new ones, so the more
the fam ily fu lfils this function, the better. I
would submit, however, that it is not the
family's function but the woman's. It is she,
now, who is the sole guardian o f the worker's
well being and as free tim e is an important part
of it, it is she who caters to it. It is not fo r her
to poach on his te rrito ry and the best she can
do is to care uncomplainingly for the house/
children while he goes o ff and enjoys himself.
(The 'football widow' is the modern equivalent
of the colonial 'grass widow'). Again, what each

woman records as her private contribution to the
well being of her husband is a common and
essential featupe of all families and is well
documented by. our planners.
The 'leisure function' is another example of the
usefulness o f the fam ily for men. For there is
no prospect o f a shorter working week for
women: no-one is concerned about automating
housework or providing comprehensive day
care facilities for children. The female worker,
whether in henrole as child rearer, husband
supporter or factory worker — or more likely,
all three — has'fno leisure needs which the
fam ily might satisfy. For there is no indication,
either in people's minds or in the academic
books, that the fam ily is anything but a unit
headed by a male worker with a few faceless
appendages. The world of women in the family,
is hidden, ignored, abused and neglected — the
forgotten underbelly of society, propping it up.
I
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Contradictions?
by Robin Morgan
A b ou t 1,500 Lesbians got together in Los
Angeles on A p ril 13-15 fo r a conference which
promised jo y fu l meetings and good discussions.
What in fact arose was a co n flict between the
desires o f women who came to meet and dis
cuss politics, and the structure o f the conference
which allowed only short workshops and resolu
tion-making assemblies. Both the conference
structure and the position paper in the registra
tion packet reflected unmistakably the politics
o f the Socialist Workers Party.
Against the wishes o f more than h a lf o f the
women, a pre-operative transsexual man was
perm itted to perform a t the Friday night cu lt
ural event, after the conference had voted to
bar a ll men. Some women le ft the conference in
rage, and d id n o t return; others le ft and returned
after the performance.
Much o f the rest o f the conference was spent
in trying to discuss the politics o f this event and
other negative happenings, such as the unspeak
ably bad child care provided. Again the struct
ures worked against good explanations and
discussions o f women's reactions and politics.
Women in a workshop on " Liberalism" managed
to have what they fe lt to be a useful exchange
on the conference's politics, b u t they had
d iffic u lty finding a way to report their discuss
ion to the rest o f the conference.
The only resolution the conference passed
was that no resolutions be passed in its name.
The Lesbian mothers provided the main positive
in p u t to the conference by emerging from their
workshop feeling good and strong, and with a
proposal fo r a Lesbian mothers' conference.
Some women returned home feeling glad at least
to know the national nature o f what they'd
thought to be regional problems, and satisfied
that the lack o f u n ity was so honestly displayed
that no resolutions could take place.

Very Dear Sisters :
It seems im portant to begin by affirm ing who,
how, and why, we are. We all know the male
mass media stereotype of the Women's Move
ment : " I f you've seen one Women's Libber,
you've seen 'em all - they each have tw o heads, a
p.air of horns, and are fire-spouting, man-hating,
neurotic, crazy, frigid, castrating-bitch, aggress
ive, Lesbian, broom-riding Witches." So I want
to start by saying that this shocking stereotype
is absolutely true. The days of women asking
politely for a crumb of human dignity are over.
Most men say, "B u t you've become so hostile,"
to which one good retort is a quote from a
nineteenth-century Feminist who said, "F irs t
men put us in chains, and then, when we writhe
in agony, they deplore our not behaving p re ttily ."
Well, enough of that. We are the women that
men have warned us about.
That settled, I want to talk about a number
of d iffic u lt and dangerous themes relating to
what others have variously called "The LesbianStraight S p lit," "Lesbian Separatism from
Straight Women," and even "The Lesbian-Fem
inist S plit." This is the first speech, talk, whathave-you, that I have ever written down and
then read - and it may be the last. I have done
so because the content can so easily be mis
understood or w ilfu lly distorted, because mis
quoting is a common occurrence, because the
risks I w ill take today are too vital fo r me to
chance such misrepresentation. If there are
disagreements w ith what I have to say, at least
let them be based on what I do say, and not on
some people's out-of-context mis-memory of
what they thought I meant. So, fo r the record,
one copy of this talk is lodged at the offices of
The Lesbian Tide, another with sisters from
Amazon .Quarterly, and still another in a secret

sate-deposit box guarded night and day by the •
spirits o f Stanton and Anthony, Joan and
Haiviette, and a full collective of Labyris-wielding Amazons. I also want to add that the lack of
a question-discussion scene when I finish was
decided upon not by me but by the Conference
organizers, fo r lack of time and in light of the
necessity to get on w ith the Agenda.
Before I go any further, I feel it is also nec
essary to deal w ith who, how, and why / am here.
As far back as a month ago, I began hearing a
few rumbles o f confusion or criticism about my
"ke yno tin g" this conference — dll from predict
able people, and none, of course, expressed
directly to my face. "Is she or isn't she ?" was
their main thrust. "K n o w anyone who's been
to bed with her lately ? Well, if we can't prove
she's a Lesbian, then what right has she to add
ress a Lesbian-Feminist Conference?" Now such
charges hardly devastate me, having been
straight-baited before. So. It is credential time
once again.
I am a woman. I am a Feminist, a radical
Feminist, yea, a m ilitant Feminist. I am a Witch.
I identify as a Lesbian because I love the People
of Women and certain individual women with
my life's blood. Yes, I live with a man — as does
my sister Kate M illett. Yes, I am a Mother — as
is my sister Del Martin. The man is a FaggotEffeminist, and we are together the biological as
well as the nurturant parents of our child. This
confuses a lo t of people — it not infrequently
confuses us. But there it is. Most o f all, I am a
Monster - and I am proud.
Now all o f the above credentials qualify me,
I feel, to speak from concrete experience on :
Feminism, Lesbianism, Motherhood, "Gay Male
Movements" versus Faggot-Effeminist conscious
ness about women, Tactics fo r the Women's
Revolution, and a Vision of the Female Cosmos.
I am an expert w ith the scars to prove it, having
been, in my time, not only straight-baited, but
also dyke-baited, red-baited, violence-baited,
mother-baited, and artist-baited. As you can see,
the above credentials further qualify me fo r being
an excellent target, available not only to the
male rulers but also to any women just dying to
practice — even on a sister.
But finally, to the subject. In order to talk
intelligently about the so-called "S p lit," it is
necessary to recap history a little. In the early
days of the current Women's Movement, many
of us were a b it schizoid. The very first conscious
ness-raising session I ever went to, fo r example,
gave me the warning. We were talking about
sexuality, and I described myself as a bisexual
(this was even before the birth of the first Gay
Liberation Front, and long before bisexual
became a naughty or cop-out word - besides, it
did seem an accurate way of describing my

situation). Every woman in the room moved,
almost imperceptibly, an inch or so away from
me. Wow, I thought. It was not the last tim e I
was to have such an articulate reaction.
Later, with the creation of GLF, a few o f us
Jewish Mother types spent a lo t o f tim e running
back and forth between the tw o movements,
telling the straight women that the Lesbians
weren't ogres and telling the Lesbians that the
straight women weren't creeps. Simultaneously,
the intense misogyny coming against Lesbians
from gay men drove many women out o f the
"gay movement" and into the Women's Move
ment. There was a brief and glorious sisterhoodglazed honeymoon period among all women in
our Movement. Then, those contradictions
began. For example, a personal one : I had
announced my Lesbian identification in The New
York Times (which is a fairly public place, after
all) in 1968, before the first GLF had been
founded. Then, in 1970, one group of Radical-’
esbians in New York said to me, "D o n 't you
dare call yourself a Lesbian - you live w ith a
man and you have a child". Now, while I
might (defensively) argue the low-conscious
ness logic of this, since statistically most
Lesbians are married to men and have children,
I had nonetheless learned one im portant thing
from all my previous years in the L e f t : g u ilt
So all my knee-jerk reflexes went info action,
and I obeyed. Six months later, another
group of Radicalesbians confronted me. "We
notice you've stopped calling yourself a
Lesbian," they said. "What's the matter - you
gone back in the closet? You afraid?" Mean
while, the monosexual straight women were
still inching away from my presence. Wow,
I thought, repeatedly.
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The lines began to be drawn, thick, heavy.
Friedan trained her cannon on "the Lesbian
Menace". (In a show of consistent terror and
hatred of Lesbians, and indeed of women, one
might say, she only recently announced in
The New York Times that the Lesbians and
radical feminists in the Movement were C IA
infiltrators. We met her attack with a firm
p olitical counter-attack in the press, never
descending to a level of personal vilification or
giving the media the cat-fight which they were
trying to foment). In 1970, backlash began,
starting in NOW and infecting radical feminist
groups as well. The bigotry was intense and
wore many faces : outright hatred and revul
sion o f Lesbian women; "experim entation" using a Lesbian fo r an interesting experiment
and then dumping her afterward; curiosity
about the freaks; dismissal o f another woman's
particular pain if it did not fall w ithin the
"com m on" experience, and many other
examples.
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Meanwhile, Lesbians, reeling from the hatred
expressed by the gay male movement and the
fear expressed by the Women's Liberation
Movement, began to organise separately. Of
course, a great many Lesbians had been in the
Women's Movement since its beginning - a
great many had, in fact, begun it. These in
cluded some women who were active in
Daughters of Bilitis under other names, not
only to keep jobs and homes and custody of
their children, but also so as not to "embar
rass” NOW, which they had built. In addition,
a great many form erly heterosexual or asexual
women were declaring themselves Lesbians,
as they found the support to "Come O ut" of
their kitchens and communes as well as their
closets. Some women were pressured, not
necessarily, although certainly sometimes, by
Lesbians. The pressure came mostly from
confusion, contradictions, pulls in different
directions, paths which each might have led to
a united Feminism but which the Man exploi
ted into warring factions; he was aided, of
course by the internecine hostility of any
oppressed people - tearing at each other is
painful, but it is after all safer than tearing at
the real enemy. Oh, people d id struggle
sincerely, hour upon hour of struggle to
understand and relate - but the flaw still
widened to a crack and then to a split, created
by our collective false consciousness. We are
now teetering on the brink of an abyss, but
one very different from what we have been
led to expect.
A t present, there are supposedly two factions.
On one side, those labeled heterosexual, bisex
ual, asexual, and celibate women. On the
other, those labeled Lesbians. Not that the
latter group is m onolithic - far from it,
although monosexual straight women can, in
their fear, try to hide their bigotry behind such
a belief. No, there are some Lesbians who
work politically with gay men; some work
politically with straight men; some w ork pol
itically w ith other Lesbians; some work polit
ically only with certain other Lesbians (age,
race, class distinctions); some work politically
with all Feminists — (Lesbians, heterosexuals,
etc); and some, of course, d on't work p olitic
ally at all. As Laurel has pointed out in an
incisive and w itty article in the current
Amazon Quarterly, there are sub-sub-sub
divisions, between gay women, Lesbians,
Lesbian-Feminists, dykes, dyke-feminists,
dyke-separatists. Old Dykes, butch dykes, bar
dykes, and killer dykes. In New York, there
were divisions between Political Lesbians and
Real Lesbians and Nouveau Lesbians. Hera
help a woman who is unaware of these fine
political distinctions and who wanders into a

meeting fo r the first time, thinking she maybe
has a right to be there because she likes women.

Still, the same energy which created The
Ladder almost twenty years ago (and we
mourn its demise last year and we all hope for
its resurrection this summer) - that same
energy is now evident in the dynamism of The
Lesbian Tide, the dedication to the fine points
of struggle and contradiction in A in 't / A
Woman? in the analytical attempts o f The
Furies, and in the aesthetic excellence and
serious political probings of the new Amazon
Quarterly, to name only a few such public
ations. That energy, contorted into hiding
and working under false pretenses fo r so long,
has exploded in the beautiful and organised
anger of groups like Lesbian Mothers (begun
in San Francisco and now spreading across the
country), to defend and protect the rights of
the Lesbian and her children, and, by exten
sion, to stand as guardian fo r all women, who,
the moment we embrace our own strength,
rage, and politics, face the danger of having
our children seized from us physically by the
patriarchy which dajly attempts to kidnap
their minds and souls. The development of
this consciousness, so tied in with ancient
Mother-Right, is, I think, of profound impor
tance to Lesbian Mothers, all Mothers, indeed
all women - it is one of the basic building
blocks in our creation of a Feminist Revolu
tion. And again, that energy, which drove my
sister Ivy Bottini to almost single-handedly
keep the New York NOW chapter afloat for
several years (despite the ministrations of
Betty Friedan) has now impelled her and
other sisters to create Wollstonecraft, Inc.,
here in Los Angeles, the first major over
ground national women's publishing house.
And again, that energy, in Shameless Hussy
Press, Diana Press, Momma, and other small
radical Lesbian-Feminist presses. That womanloving-woman energy, freed into open ex
pression and in fact into to ta lly new forms of
relationship by the existence o f the Feminist
Movement, has exploded in marches and
demonstrations and dances and film s and
theatre groups and crisis centres and so on
and on - a whole affirmative new world w ith 
in the world of women.
And yet.
A funny thing happened to me on the way
to the Feminist Revolution : Both Betty
Friedan and Rita Mae Brown condemned me
fo r being a "man-hater." Both Ms. magazine
and The Furies began to call fo r alliances
with men, The Furies at one point implying

that Lesbians should band together with gay
and straight males (preferably working-class)
in a coalition against the enemy : straight wo
men. Indeed, in one by now infamous state
ment, Rita Mae declared that Lesbians were
the only women capable of really loving men.
Now of course this did come as a shock to
many a Lesbian, who was obviously under the
misguided impression that one had become a
Lesbian because she in fact loved women, and
was indiffereut-to-enraged on the subject of
men. But now that the "correct line " had
fallen from heaven, one was supposed to
penitently dismiss such counter-revolutionary
attitudes learning to look at them and other
women who still clung to them with contempt.
One was also supposed to place issues such as
the Vietnam War, political coalition with men,
warmed-over Marxian class analyses, life-style
differences, and other such un-lavender herrings
in the path, in order to divide and polarize
women. While doing all this, one was further
supposed to hoist the new banner o f the van
guard. You know, the vanguard - Lenin lead
ing the shlemiels.

male-dominated Gay Liberation Movement,
since Del did all that superbly and since most
women have left the "Gay Movement" a long
time ago. But I w ill, fo r the sake of those sisters
still locked into indentured servitude there, run
through a few more recent examples of the
"new changing high consciousness about male
supremacy" among gay organisations and gay
male heavies. Are we to forgive and forget the
Gay Activist Alliance dances only a few months
ago (with, as usual, a token ten percent attend
ance by women), at which New York GAA
showed stag movies of nude men raping nude
women? Are we to forgive and forget that re
mark of gay leader and "m a rty r" Jim Fouratt,
who told Susan Silverwoman, a founder o f New
York GLF, that she could not represent GLF at
a press conference because she saw herself too
much as a woman, as a Feminist? Are we to
forgive the editors of the gay male issue of
Motive magazine for deliberately setting wo
men against women, deliberately attempting to
exacerbate what they see as the Lesbian-Straight
Split, deliberately attempting to divide and con
quer? Are we to forgive the following :

Before we get into vanguarditis, we have to
backtrack a little, take some Dramamine for
our nausea, and talk about men - and male
influence, and male attempts to destroy the
united Women's Movement. This is such an old
subject that it bores and depresses me to once
more have to wade through it. I feel that
"man-hating" is an honorable and viable
p olitical act, that the oppressed have a right to
a class-hatred against the class that is oppress
ing them. And although there are exceptions
(as in everything) i.e. men who are trying to be
traitors to their own male class, most men
cheerfully affirm their deadly class privileges
and power. And I hate that class. I wrote my
"Goodbye to All T hat" to the male Left in
1970 - and thought I was done w ith it. Del
Martin wrote her now classic article " I f That's
All There Is" as a farewell to the male gay move
ment soon after - and said it all again. We were
both touchingly naive if we thought that
sufficient.

Once, when I was telling'one o f the Motive
editors, you Roy Eddey, about the estimated
nine m illion Wicca (witches) who were burned
to death during the Middle Ages - something
that appeared to be news to you - you paused
for a moment, and then asked me, "B u t how
many of those nine m illion women were actual
ly lesbians?" For a moment, I missed your
meaning completely as a variety of sick jokes
raced through my mind : How many of the
six m illion Jews were Zionists; how many of
the napalmed Indochirrese babies could be said
to have lived outside the nuclear family?

Because there is now ppon us yet another
massive wave of male interference, and it is
coming, this time, from both gay men and
their straight brothers. Boys w ill be boys, the
old saying goes - and boys w ill indulge in that
little thing called male bonding - and all boys
in a patriarchal culture have more options and
power than do any women.
Gay men first, since they were the ones we
all thought were incipient allies with women,
because of their own oppression under sexism.
I w on't go into the facts or the manners of the

Then it h it me : you had actually expressed
a particle of Your intense hatred for a ll women
by asking how many of the nine m illion were
lesbians, so that you would know how many o f
those victims to mourn, because YOU D ID N 'T
OBJECT TO WHAT WAS DONE TO THE
OTHER WOMEN! This is as close as I have
ever heard a man come to saying in so many
words that he d id n't object to men torturing
and incinerating millions o f women (provided
only that they met his standards of burnability).
— this is a quote from the second issue of
yDouble-F, A Magazine o f Effeminism, in which
even the faggot-effeminist •males declare their
Declaration of Independence from Gay Liber
ation and all other Male Ideologies
Or are we, out of the compassion in which
we have been positively forced to drown as
women, are we yet again going to defend the
male, supremacist, yes obscenity of male trans-
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vestitism? How many of us w ill try to explain
away - or permit into our organisations, even
- men who deliberately re-emphasize gender
roles, and who parody female oppression and
suffering as "cam p"? Maybe it seems that we,
in our "liberated" combat boots and jeans
aren't being mocked. No? Then is it "m erely"
our mothers, and their mothers, who had no
other choice, who wore hobbling dresses and
torture stiletto heels to survive, to keep jobs, or
to keep husbands because they themselves
could get no jobs? No, I w ill not call a male
a "she" ; th irty-tw o years o f suffering in this
androcentric society and of surviving, have
earned me the name "w om an"; one walk down
the street by a male transvestite, five minutes
of his being hassled (which he may enjoy), and
then he dares, he dares to th ink he understands
our pain? No, in our mothers' names and in our
own, we must not call him sister. We know
what's at work when whites wear blackface;
the same thing is at w ork when men wear drag.
Last night, at this Conference's firs t session,
women let a man divide us, pit woman against
woman and, in the process, exploit the entire
Lesbian Conference to become the centre of
attention and boost his opportunistic career.

My point is that if even one woman last
hight felt that he should go, that should have
been sufficient. Where The Man is concerned,
we must not be separate fingers but one fist.
If transvestite or transsexual males are op
pressed then let them band together and organ
ise against that oppression, instead o f leeching
o ff women who have spent entire lives as
women in women's bodies.

The same man who, four years ago, tried to
pressure a San Francisco Lesbian into letting
him rape her; the same man who singlehandedly divided and almost destroyed the San
Francisco Daughters of Bilitis Chapter; the same
man who, when personally begged by women
n o t to attend this Conference, replied that if he
were kept out he would bring Federal suit
against these women on the charges of "discrim 
ination and criminal conspiracy to discriminate"
- this is the same man-some women defended
last night.
Kate M illett pled fo r peace. What about the
women who had a right to a peaceful conference
fo r women, Kate, w ith no past or present male
here? A true pacifist should be consistent, and
preferably on the side of her own people.
The organisers of the Conference pled igno
rance : that they d id n 't realize the issue would
be "divisive" of women when they invited
him ! Yet they knew his San Francisco history.
And it is too late fo r such ignorance. The same
fine sisters who have fo r months worked day
and night to create and organise this event,
have - in one stroke, inviting this man directly insulted their San Francisco sisters he
«previously tried to destroy, and indirectly in
sulted every woman here. I'm afraid they owe
us a public apology on the grounds of divisive
ness alone.

And I w ill not name this man who claims to
be a Feminist and then threatens women with
Federal criminal charges; I w ill not give him the
publicity he and his straight male theatrical
manager are so greedy for, at our expense. But
let him sue me if he dare, fo r / charge him as
an opportunist, an infiltrator, and a destroyer w ith the mentality of a rapist. And you women
at this Conference know who he is. Now. You
can let him into your workshops - or you can
deal with him.
0
And what of the straight men, the rulers, the
rapists, the right-on radicals? What of the men
of the Socialist Workers' Party, for example,
who a short two years ago refused membership
to all homosexual people on the grounds that
homosexuality was a decadent sickness, an evil
of capitalism, a perversion that must be rooted
out in all "correct socialist th inking " - who
now, upon opportunistically seeing a large
movement out there with a lot of bodies to
organise like pawns into their purposes, speed
ily change their official line (but not their
central-committee attitude on homosexuality),
and send "th e ir" women out to teach these
poor sheep some real politics? Are we to for
give, ignore? Or struggle endlessly through
precious energy-robbing hours with these wo
men, because they are after all women, sisters,
even if they're collaborating with a politics and
a party based on straight white male rule? We
must save our struggle fo r elsewhere. But it
hurts - because they are women.
And this is the tragedy. That the straight
men,the gay men, the transvestite men, the
male politics, the male styles, the male a tti
tudes toward sexuality are being arrayed once
more against us, and they are, in fact, making
new headway this time, using women as their
standard-bearers.
Every woman here knows in her gut the vast
differences between her sexuality and that of
any patriarchally trained male's - gay or
straight. That has, in fact, always been a source
of pride to the Lesbian community, even in its
greatest suffering. That the emphasis on genital
sexuality, objectification, promiscuity, nonemotional involvement, and tough invulnerabil-
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ity, were the male style, and that we, as women,
invented, by tw o straight white young males,
placed greater trust in love, sensuality, humor,
Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman, fo r the bene
tenderness, strength, com m itm ent Then what
fit of other unoppressed straight white young
but male style is happening when we accept the
males? What about the elite isolation, the inmale transvestite who chooses to wear women's
centuous preoccupation w ith one's own clique
dresses and makeup, but sneer at the female who or group or commune, one's own bar/dance/
is still forced to wear them fo r survival? What
tripping, which led one Lesbian to announce
is happening when “ Street Fighting Woman", a
that the revolution has already been won, that
New York all-woman bar band, dresses, in
she isn't compelled, like the rest of us, to live in
iblack leather and motorcyle chains, and sings
a man's world anymore? As Jeanne Cordova has
and plays a lo t o f Rolling Stones, including the
w ritten in The Lesbian Tide, "an example of
high priest o f sadistic cock-rock Jagger's racist,
these politics is Jill Johnston's calling fo r tribes
o f women capable of sustaining themselves
sexist song "B row n Sugar" - w ith lines like,
independent of the male species. How very
"O ld slaver knows he's doin' all right/hear him
beautiful! Truth, justice, and the womanly way!
whip the women just about midnight/Hey,
How very unreal." And Cordova is right in
Brown Sugar, how come you taste so good?".
pointing out that this is the "personal solution"
What is happening when, in a mid-west city
w ith a strong Lesbian-Feminist community, men error - the deadly trap into which so many
heterosexual women have fallen. It should be
raped a woman in the university dorm itory,
and murdered her by the repeated ramming of
obvious how painfully much everyone wants
even a little happiness, peace, joy, in her life a broom-handle into her vagina until she died
and should have that right. But to remain
of a massive internal haemorrhage. - and the
Lesbian activists there can't relate to taking any
convinced that your own personal mirage is a
political action pertaining to the crime because,
real oasis while a sandstorm is rising in the des
.according to one o f them, there was no evidence ert is both selfish and suicidal. There is a war
■that the victim was a Lesbian? But the same
going on, sisters. Women are being killed. And
comm unity can, at a women's dance less than
the rapist doesn't stop to ask whether his victim
is straight or Lesbian.
a week later, proudly play Jagger's recorded
voice singing "M idnight Rambler" - a song
which glorifies the Boston Strangler.
But the epidemic of male style among women
doesn't stop there. No, it is driving its reform ist
What has happened when women, in escap
wedge through our ranks as well : women break
ing the patriarchally enforced role of noxious
ing their backs working for McGovern (only to
have him laugh in their faces); women in the
"fe m in in ity " adopt instead the patriarchs' own
style, to get drunk and swaggering just like one
Lesbian comm unity especially breaking their
of the boys, to write of tits and ass as if a
backs to elect almost invariably male gay
sister were no more than a collection o f chicken legislators, or lobbying to pass bills which w ill
in practice, prim arily p ro fit men. Myself, I have
parts, to spit at the lifetim e comm itment of
never been able to get excited over tokenism,
other Lesbian couples, and refer to them con
temptuously as "monogs” ? For the record, the whether it was Margaret Chase Smith in the
Senate or Bernadine Dohrn in the Weather
anti-monogamy line originated with men, Left
Underground, let alone a few women to give
ist men, Weathermen in particular, in order to
GAA a good fron t (which women, by the way,
guilt-trip the women in their "alternative cul
are finally getting wise to, and leaving), or to
tu re " into being more available victims of a
serve as periodic good niggers for the cheap porn
dominance-based gang-rape sexuality. And
reportage of The Advocate, Gay, Gay Sunshine,
from where but the male Left, male "h ip "
and the like.
culture have we been infected w ith the obses
sion to anti-intellectualism and downward mo
Susan Silverwoman, a New York-based Lesbian
b ility? Genuinely poor people see no romanti
Feminist active for years in the Women's
cism in their poverty; those really forced into
illiteracy hardly glorify their condition. The
Movement, and at one time in GLF, has w ritten
oppressed want o u t of that condition - and it
a moving and courageous paper called "Finding
is contemptuous o f real people's pain to paraAllies : The Lesbian Dilemma" which is avail
sitically imitate it, and hypocritical to play the
able fo r $.25 by writing to Labyris Books, 33
more-oppressed-than-thou game instead o*
Barrow Street, New York City 10014. In it she
ordering our lives so as to try and meet our
writes, "Men have traditionally maintained
basic and just needs, so that we can get on with power over women by keeping us separated.
the more im portant but often forgotten busin
Gay men capitalized on the split between
ess of making a Feminist Revolution.
feminists and lesbians by suggesting and insist
ing that we (Lesbians) were somehow better,
What about the life-style cop-out? The one
basically different from straight women . . . Gay
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men preferred to th ink of us not as women,
but as female gay men". She goes on to say,
" I t is imperative that we identify w ith the total
feminist issue . . . if we continue to define
straight women as the enemy, rather than sis
ters . . . we rob from ourselves a movement
which must be part of ourselves. We are choo
sing false allies when we align politically w ith
gay men who can never understand the female
experience and who, as men, have a great deal
of privilege to lose by a complete liberation of
women. Whether or not straight feminists come
out, as potential lesbians they are far more like
ly to understand our experience".

There is a war going on. And people get
damaged in a war, badly damaged. Our casual
ties are rising. To say that any woman has
escaped - or can escape - damage in this day
on this planet is to march under the self-satisfied
flags of smug false consciousness. And get
gunned down anyway fo r one's pains.

Personally, I detest "vanguarditis." I never
liked it in the Left, and I find it especially dis
tasteful weaseling its way into the Women's
Movement. I th ink that if anything like a "V an
guard" exists at all, it continually shifts and
changes from group to group w ithin a move
ment, depending on the specific strategies and
contradictions that arise at given times, and on
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Language itself is one powerful barometer
of influence. More and more women use Les
bian proudly in self-description, calling on the
history o f that word, dating from an age and an
island where women were great artists and pol
itical figures. Why do any of us still use "g a y"
to describe ourselves at all - that trivializing,
male-invented, and male-defining term? If we
are serious about our politics, then we must be
responsible about the ways in which we com
municate them to others, creating new language
when necessary to express new concepts. But
the sloppy thinking and lazy rhetoric of the
straight and gay male movements pollutes our

speech, and when Jill Johnston in one column
claims Betty Friedan as a Lesbian, and then, a
few months later, after Friedan's attack in The
New York Times, calls Friedan a man - I, for
one, get confused. And angry. Because the
soggy sentimentality of the first statement and
the rank stupidity of the second mean nothing
politically. The point is, very regrettably, that
Friedan is a woman. And can stand as one of
many examples o f the insidious and devastating
effect of male politics.
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which groups are best equipped and placed to
meet and deal w ith them - when and if called
by the movement as a whole. The responsibil
ity of a vanguard, by the way, is to speak from
for, and to all o f the people who gave it birth. '
Lesbian Nation cannot be the Feminist solution,
much less a vanguard, when it ignores these
facts. And it w on 't do to blame the straight
women who w ouldn't cooperate - after all, it
is the vanguard's responsibility as leadership to
hear messages in the silence or even hostility of
all its people, and to reply creatively, no matter
how lengthy or painful that dialogue is. A
willingness to do this - and that to act on the
message - is what makes the vanguard the van
guard.
I don't like more-radical-than-thou games'
any better than more-oppressed-than-thou
games. I d on't like credentials games, intimidation-between-women games, or "yo u are who
you sleep w ith " games. I d on't like people be
ing judged by their class background, their
sexual preference, their race, choice of religion,
marital status, motherhood or rejection of it,
or any other vicious standard of categorization.
I hate such judgments in the male power system,
and I hate them in the Women's Movement. If
there must be judgments at all, let them be not
on where a woman is coming from, but on what
she is moving toward; let them be based on her
seriousness, her level of risk, her commitment,
her endurance.
And by those standards, yes, there could be a
Lesbian vanguard. I th ink it would be women
like Barbara Grier and Phyllis Lyons and Del
Martin and Sten Russell and others like them
who, at the height of the fiftie s' McCarthyism,
stood up and formed a Lesbian civil-rights
movement, and whose courage, commitment
and staying power are ignored by the vulgar
minds of certain younger women, newly Les
bian from tw o months or two years back, who
presume to dismiss such brave women as
"oldies" or "life-style straights" or, again,
"hopeless monogs."
There is a new smell of fear in the Women's
Movement. It is in the air when groups calling
themselves Killer-dyke-separatists trash Lesbian
Feminists who work w ith that anathema, straight
women - trash these Lesbian Feminists as
"pawns, dupes, and suckers-up to the enemy".
It is in the air when Peggy Allegro writes in
Amazon Quarterly that "a t a certain point,
flags can begin to dominate people. For instance
women are oppressed by the flag of the freak
feminist dyke. There are all kinds of rules,
shoulds and shouldn'ts, in this community, that
result because of the image's power. We must

beware the tendency to merely impose a new
hierarchy .'. a new ideal ego image to persecute
people". It is in the air when ultra-egalitarianism
usurps organic collectivity, or when one woman
is genuinely scared to confront another about
the latter's use of "c h ic k " to describe her lover.
It was in the air when I trembled to wrench the
Stones' record from a phonograph at a women's
dance, and when I was accused o f being up
tight, a bring-down, puritanical, draggy and, of
course, doubtless, a hung-up man-hating
"straight" fo r doing that. The words are fam
iliar, but the voices used to be male. And the
smell of fear was in my gut, writing this talk,
and is in my nostrils now, risking the saying of
these things, taking a crazy leap of faith that
our own shared and potentially ecstatic woman
hood w ill bind us across all criticism - and that
a lo t more Feminists in the Lesbian Movement
w ill come out of their closets today.
Because polarization does exist. Already.
And when I first thought about this talk, I
wanted to call fo r unity. But I cannot. I am
struck dumb before the dead body of a broomhandle-raped and murdered woman, and anyway
my voice w ouldn't dent the rape-sound of the
Rolling Stones. So instead, my purpose in this
talk here today is to call fo r further polarization
but on different grounds.
Not the Lesbian-Straight Split, nor the Lesb
ian Feminist Split, but the Feminist-Collabora
to r Split.
The war outside between women and male
power, is getting murderous; they are trying
to k ill us, literally, spiritually, infiltratively. It
is time, past time, we drew new lines and knew
which women were serious, which women were
really committed to loving women (whether
that included sexual credentials or not), and, on
the other side, which women thought Feminism
meant pure fun, or a chance to bring back a
body count to their male T rot party leaders, or
those who saw Feminist Revolution as any
particular life-style, correct class line, pacifistchange-your-head-love-daisy-chain, or easy lay.
We know that the personal is political. But if
the political is solely personal, then those of us
at the barricades w ill be in big trouble. And if a
woman isn't there when the crunch comes - and
it is coming - then I for one w on't give a damn
whether she is at home is bed with a woman, a
man, or her own wise fingers. If she's in bed at
all at that moment, others of us are in our
coffins. I'd appreciate the polarization now
instead of then.

I am talking now about the rise of attempted
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gynocide. I am talking about survival. Susan
Stein, a Lesbian Feminist with a genius for
coining aphorisms, has said, "Lesbianism is in
danger of being co-opted by Lesbians". Lesb
ians are a m inority. Women are a m ajority. And
since it is awfully hard to be a Lesbian w ithout
being a woman first, the choice seems pretty
clear to me.
There are a lot of women involved in that
war out there, most of them not even active in
the Women's Movement yet. They include the
hundreds of thousands of housewives who cre
ated and sustained the meat boycott in the
most formidable show of women's strength in
recent years. Those women, Feminists or not,
were moving because of Feminism - such a
nationwide women's action would have been
thought impossible five years ago. They are
mostly housewives, and mothers, and hetero
sexuals. There are asexual and celibate women
out there, too, who are tired of being told that
they are sick. Because this society has said that
everybody should fuck a lot, and too many
people in the Women's Movement have echoed,
"Yeah, fuck w ith women or even w ith men,
but fo r god's sake fuck or you're really
perverted." And there are also genuine
functioning bisexuals out there. I'm not
referring to people who have used the word as
a coward's way to avoid dealing honestly with
homosexuality, or to avoid commitment. We
all know that ploy. I agree w ith Kate M illett
when she says that she "believes that all people
are inherently bisexual" - and I also know that
to fight a system one must dare to identify with
the most vulnerable aspect of one's oppression
- and women are put into prison for being
Lesbians, not bisexuals or heterosexuals per
se. So that is why I have identified myself
as I have - in the Times in 1968 and here today,
although the Man w ill probably want to get
me fo r hating men before he gets me fo r loving
women.
We have enough trouble on our hands. Isn't it
way past time that we stopped settling for
blaming each other, stopped blaming hetero
sexual women and middle class women and
married women and Lesbian women and
white women and any women fo r the structure
of sexism, racism, classism and ageism, that no
woman is to blame for because we have none
of us had the power to create those structures.
They are patriarchal creations, not ours. And
if we are collaborating with any of them for
any reason we must begin to stop. The time is
short and self-indulgence is getting dangerous.
We must stop settling fo r anything less than we
deserve.

All women have a right to each other as women.
All women have a right to our sense of our
selves as a People. All women have a right to
live w ith and make love with whom we choose
when we choose. We have a right to bear and
raise children if we choose, and n o t to if we
don't. We have a right to freedom and yes,
power. Power to change our entire species into
something that might fo r the first time approach
being human. We have a right, each of us, to a
Great Love.
And this is the final risk I w ill take here today.
By the right to a great love I don't mean
romanticism in the Hollywood sense, and I don't
mean a cheap joke or cynical satire. / mean a
great love- a committed, secure, nuturing, sensual,
aesthetic, revolutionary, holy, ecstatic love.
That need, that right, is at the heart of our
revolution. It is in the heart of the woman
stereotyped by others as being a butch bar dyke
who cruises fo r a cute piece, however much she
herself might laugh at the Lesbian couple who
have lived together for decades. It is in their
hearts, too. It is in the heart of the woman who
jet-sets from one desperate heterosexual affair
to another. It is in the heart of a woman who
wants to find - or stay with - a man she can love
and be loved by in what she has a right to
demand are non-oppressive ways. It is in the
heart of every woman here today, if we dare
admit it to ourselves and recognize it in each
other, and in all women. It is each her right.
Let no one, female or male, o f whatever sexual
or political choice, dare deny that, fo r to deny
it is to settle. To deny it is to speak w ith the
words of the real enemy.
If we can open ourselves to ourselves and each
other, as women, only then can we begin to
fight for and create, in fact reclaim, not Lesbian
Nation or Amazon Nation - let alone some
false State of equality - but a real Feminist
Revolution, a proud gynocratic w orld that runs
on the power of women. Not in the male sense
of power, but in the sense of a power-plant producing energy. And to each, that longing for,
the right to, great love, filled-in reality, fo r all
women, and children, and men and animals and
trees and water and all life, an exquisite diversity
in unity. That world breathed and*exulted on
this planet some twelve thousand years ago,
before the patriarchy arose to crush it.
If we risk this task then, our pride, our history,
our culture, our past, our future, all vibrate
before us. Let those who w ill dare, begin.
In the spirit of that task, I want to end this talk
in a strange and new, although time-out-of-mind-

ancient manner. Earlier, I "came o u t" in this
talk as a Witch, and I did not mean that as a
solely political affiliation. I affirm the past and
the present spirit of the Wicca (the Anglo-Saxon
word fo r witch, or wise woman), affirm it not
only in the smoke of our nine m illion martyrs,
but also in the thread of real woman-power and
real Goddess - worship dating back beyond Crete
to the dawn of the planet. In the ruling male
culture, they have degraded our ritual by
beginning conferences and conventions w ith a
black-coated male, sometimes in fu ll priestly
drag, nasally droning his stultifying pronounce
ments to the assemblage. Let us reclaim our own
fo r ourselves, then, and in that process, also
extend an embrace to those Lesbians who,
because they go to church, are held in disrepute
by counterculture Lesbians. And to those women
of whatever sexual identification who kneel in
novenas or murmur in quiet moments to, oh
irony, a male god fo r alleviation of the agony
caused by male supremacy.
The short passage I am about to read is from
The Charge of the Goddess, still used reverently
in living Wiccan Covens, usually spoken by the
High Priestess at the initiation of a new member.
I ask that each woman join hands w ith those
next to her.
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I ask your respect fo r the oldest faith known

to human beings, and fo r the ecstatic vision of
freedom that lies hidden in each of your own
precious miraculous brains
Listen to the words o f the Great Mother. She
says: "Whenever ye have need o f anything, once
in the month, and better i t be when the moon
is full, then shall ye assemble in some secret
place. . . to these / w ill teach things that are yet
unknown. AN D YE SHALL BE FREE FROM
A L L S L A V E R Y . . . Keep pure your highest
ideal; strive ever towards it. L E T N AU G H T
STOP YOU NOR TURN YOU A S ID E .. . mine
is the cup o f the wine o f life and the cauldron
o f Cerridwen. . . / am the Mother o f a ll living,
and m y love is poured o u t upon the E a rth . . .
/ am the beauty o f the Green Earth, and the
White Moon among the stars, and the Mystery
o f the Waters, AN D THE DESIRE IN THE
H E A R T OF W OMAN. . . Before m y face, le t
thine innermost divine self be enfolded in the
raptures o f the In fin ite . . . Know the Mystery,
that i f that which thou seekest thou findest
n o t within thee, thou w ilt never fin d i t w ithout
thee. . . For behold / HA VE BEEN WITH
THEE FROM THE BEGINNING. A n d / await
you n o w ."

Dear Sisters,
As We in the Craft say. Blessed Be.

The Queen Bee
by Joan Rotherham

“ Queen Bees" are sometimes more
antagonistic towards feminism than male
chauvinists.
A woman who has achieved success in a
man's world is often encouraged by her
male colleagues to feel that she is
“ d ifferent" from other women. She may
accept this and decide she is a “ special"
woman w ith unique abilities which have
enabled her to work her way into a
position traditionally reserved for intelligent
men. Or, from the same starting point of
being “ different", she may decide that
she achieved success w ithout any out
standing abilities, and that women who
can't do the same in our "egalitarian
society" lack application or ambition or
qualities of leadership. This, of course,
is usually true, as women are not
encouraged to develop these qualities.
However, the fact that a bright girl with
ail these attributes enters the business
world deciding to be a manager won't
usually stop her from ending up behind
a typewriter, bookkeeping’machine, or
reception desk. The "Queen Bee" is an
exceptiqn to the rule, and she knows it.
Whichever attitude she adopts, life at
the top is pleasant for the "Queen Bee".

She feels more in common with her
male colleagues than with other women,
lacks feminist consciousness, and sees
nothing wrong w ith the system of male
dominance (after all she's at the top
now).
This "I'm all right J ill" attitude makes
her "pull up the ladder" after her. She
does not see why younger women should
have their path to the top smoothed by
feminists, as this was not done for her. In
fact she opposes the feminist movement
which threatens to bring more "to p hens
into the barnyard" thus depriving her
of her unique position.

The "Queen Bee" may be a doctor,
lawyer, business manager, writer, head
mistress, local body councillor, or Member
or Parliament. She generally comes from
a comfortable background and has been
cushioned against economic hardship,
lack of household help, the struggle to
get a good education, lack of time and
money for leisure activities, and lack of
material assets. She has little idea of
what life is like for the average man,
and less of what it is like for the average
woman.
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We all know who I mean, even me.
She is the one who slid like an eel
from knowing any truth larger than herself.
She wheezed orgasms through all her rapes,
married well and joined clubs
and married average and glowed in the perfect home and kids,
and didn't marry but "kept her freedom,"
fucked around in a Virginia Slims imitation of men,
never felt oppressed, of course,
made it into the Senate or
the Weather Underground,
impressed even corporation execs and cookie pattern Che's.
And she took up Zen,
went back to the earth, wore ankle-length dresses
and madonna mystical smiles,
baked natural bread, did astrology
and good works,
got elected to the board of United Fruit
and the National Welfare Rights Organization Committee,
became a famous artist/engineer/pilot/architect/doctor—
"anyone can, I did; pull yourself up by your own G-string."
She played: matriarch with a sense of humour,
tough broad, fragile flower, spiritual seeker,
Jewish princess, a real pal, earth mother goddess,
tripper, capable unhysterical real woman friend,
juicy cunt, boyish gamin, lyrical lover, chic swinger, and
"your equal"
—and anything else the boys dug in a female
at any given moment.
She even "expanded" her straight consciousness into being gay,
then bloomed into a macho copy of what is easier
to confront in men than in a sister,
of what women in love never meant, not at all.
And yes, we know why,
We can pity the terror and comprehend the threat
to her of a women's revolution.
We can understand that, until yesterday,
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there were no other options.
We can even envy the heart-deadening rewards she seems to reap
for placing women last, after everything, anything else.
How she hates us in herself!
How we detest her in our mirror!
And she got herself killed, of course,
trying to shout Black Liberation Now
while her black brother's foot was planted on her throat,
and then took one too many middleclass pills, committing suicide,
and after that had a heart attack at the
Fashion Industry Convention Annual Awards,
subsequently breaking her neck in a ditch, while stoned,
at the free farm in Vermont,
only to get her head blown off in a townhouse explosion,
two days later haemorrhaging out from a safe expensive abortion,
afterward drinking herself to death or overdosing on smack,
and gave up the ghost forty years later on, children all married,
while the other old ladies at the home,
or the entire congregation, or commune, or college, or congress,
or movement, or family, or firm
Felt Her Loss Sincerely.
She refused to understand she was doomed from the start,
and she still doesn't like being reminded.
Too bad, sister.
And there's less and less time for her
to find her own way at her own speed,
She will hide behind our sisterhood, not hers.
She will say this is an anti-woman poem.
She will be the ultimate weapon in the hands of the boys,
And I've just begun to realize
that I must not only destroy what she is,
but if I have to, kill her.
And then cradle her skull in my arms
and kiss its triumphant grin,
and not even cry for us both.

Robin Morgan
Reprinted from Monster, poems by Robin Morgan, Vintage.

Diary of a Moment
W ith Breast Cancer
by Joan Simmons
End of October:
Night : “ Ouch! Damn that hurts! Stop it,"
"It's been hurting fo r a couple o f weeks."
Next few mornings :"Examine them again nothing again. Both look and feel identical normal except the right one feels firm er some
how, sometimes"

"N o t my breast. Damn male sadist. Not mine".
There is little difference in type o f surgery and
statistical cure.
" I know all that „»... 3 to 5 years. Make it three
and your chances o f recurrence drop, they told
my mother. Two years and 10 months it took.
And ....... Shut up ! Look at how he cuts it off.
Oh, damn".

November 4th
"Ouch! Damn that h u rts!" Examine again. Left
breast nothing. Right breast.......Try that again
.......Life begins one month before you turn 34
years old. Shit !"

November 12th
"Stop crying, you id io t."
"Y ou're crying again."
"H ow 'd you like it if someone wanted to cut o ff
a piece of your face, fo r instance. It's a piece of
me. ME".
"Y ou don't know that ye t".
"The odds are one in fifteen and w ith my fam ily
history about one in five at the tops and you
know it." Damned small odds.
"Y o u 'll call him Monday".

November 7th
"A n y better?" .
"No. Worse."
"D o n 't you think you'd better see a doctor?"
"N o t this week. I've an exam Saturday morning,
remember ?"
"Y ou can't let this go."
" I saw this Time magazine at the newstand to 
day. Imagine 45c for a Time?"
"W hy did you get it ?"
" I t has a feature article on breast cancer",
"W hat does it say ?" •
" I f it hurts, it's probably not cancer".
"L e t me read it".

November 13th
Doesn't hurt today. Just^feels full again - like
milk. Started menstruating this morning.
Hormones?
November 15th
Last exam - menstrual flo w normal this tim e hurts less - and it's changed shape again.

November 11th
"Y ou going to call the doctor this week ?"
"N o, I said, not until I've done exams. I've got
one tom orrow and one Friday afternoon. Then
I'm done. Then I'll call him ".

November 18th
Time : 10.00 am
" D r .... . I've got this lump and it hurts - and it's
big - and I've got this family history of cancer
I've told you about before - I'm afraid this is it" .
"N ow there is no proof of fam ily connection . . . "
" I know that every female in my fam ily in the
past 10 years has died of cancer - and anyway,
it's a virus we're pretty sure we're talking about
and fam ily association with environm ent.......
not genetics - DON'T TR Y TO PUT ME OFF....
NOT NOW".
"Let's look at the lump. Hmmmmm.......I think
you'd better see a surgeon. It's pretty surely a
cyst."
"B u t it's most likely malignant".
"N ow you don't know that - only a biopsy w ill

November 11th
Time : Evening
Tonight on Nationwide, we w ill have a special
programme on breast cancer. Some people may
fin d i t upsetting......
"B etter watch that programme."
As soon as / fe lt the lump, / called the doctor.
He had me in the hospital rig ht a w a y........ / was
p re tty well sedated so i t took a couple o f days
before the shock h it m e ........that m y breast
was really gone.
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te ll".
" I w ill not have a mastectomy. I've been through
this before. I w o n 't".
"N o w there's no need to discuss that now".
"Yes there is. And I want to discuss this now".
And this is basically how it all started : a bad
•case o f exam jitters, an explosive upset in hor
monal regulation of menstruation in the middle
of October - stopped menstruating, cold, at the
end o f the first day, a sudden thickening o f the
upper right quadrant of my right breast, and 2
weeks later, one monumental lump, pain and
swelling including some lymph nodes under my
arm.
Female students at Auckland University are told
at orientation that they are not expected to be
able to cope with the stress o f the w ork year.
And I refused to concede to this attitude and cry
" I am upset." So I finished my exams and on the
18th of November went to my gynaecologist
with a breast lump one month old. I knew it was
no older than that, even though I suspected it
had begun deep in the core of my breast, as I
examine myself regularly.....in fact, better
than my doctor as I knew my breasts very well.
The next morning, I saw the surgeon; Friday, I
had a drill biopsy. Verdict; very malignant.
Having been through the treatments o f just about
all types o f female cancer in my fam ily, I'd made
it a point to keep up with all the current research
.... any inform ation on the subject. A fter Lorraine
Rothman's tour, I'd joined a Self-Help Group and
we'd learnt together how to examine ourselves
and shared more experiences. I'm no expert but
I did know the facts I needed to face if the time
came. And it came - at least 3 years earlier than
1 expected - I'd figured out a potentially critical
time you see from my fam ily history - maybe 35,
but closer to 38, when I would have to take
extraordinary precautions.
My breast was removed one week after I saw the
surgeon - to the day. A fter its removal, he finally
admitted along with others that my diagnosis and
reasoning were correct. It was a virulent form,
shot through with cysts, growing so fast that it
was the size of a tum our normally found in a
45 to 50 year old woman who'd let it go fo r a
year. And I know it wasn't there before midOctober. The final analysis decreed a malignant,
2 cm lump deep in the breast, superimposed by
infected cysts and lymph glands, which, thank
God, gave me the pain in the total 4 1/2 cm mass.
There were many things I did most other women
do not do. And it's a hope of mine that maybe
my story will awake somebody's apathy enough
to save their lives - or their patients' lives.
Another month might have been too late fo r me.

My lymph glands were not yet malignant, but
severely weakened and infected from fighting.
(1)

If you have a mother, or grandmother, or
aunt whose had cancer o f the breast - or
elsewhere, d on't be stupid and shrug it off. The
odds against your getting it may be reduced
tremendously. If both sides o f your fam ily have
had it, get the hell to a doctor at least twice a
year. According to the Boston Women's Collect
ive in Our Bodies, Ourselves, the tendency to
get breast cancer is thought by some to be
inherited - others say "a disturbing tendency
to run in families". You may have no odds.
This was my case. And don't let a doctor shrug
you o ff. They'll try. D on't let them. Be an intell
igent woman.
(2) Be informed! One in tw enty New Zealand
women w ill develop breast cancer. Think of
how many lots of 20 women you know in your
everyday life. Read the November 4th, 1974
issue o f Time magazine. There is also a past
(1973) issue of Ms magazine which is very good.
And o f course, Our Bodies, Ourselves, and any
other publication which falls your way. BE
AWARE. T H IN K AND T H IN K CLEARLY.
Don't panic and rush to a medical library - just
keep your eyes and ears open.
(3)

D on't ignore the fact that most women
find their own lumps. Learn to examine
yourself properly! Join a Self-Help group, see
the Cancer Society, ask your doctor. If he refus
es, as some have to our group members, to help
you - because your breasts are too small, or
"Y ou w ill just feel lots of little bumps and not
understand", tell him off, refuse to pay his bill,
go to someone else who w ill show you how
and publicize his name widely and loudly as an
ignorant chauvinist nut !
(4)

If you find a lump or have a pain or some
thing else which is different from normal *
see a doctor - d on 't wait - if you know what you
normally are - how you normally change - you
will know an abnormal change. And again, if
your doctor shushes you, get him to listen or
get another doctor FAST. It's your body and
your life. You are not neurotic or "upset" and
d on't let them tell you you are - nurses w ill try
to do it too. Be intelligently stubborn.
The best idea is to have a good doctor or gynae
cologist NOW. If you d on't have one, get one.
You probably need at least a Pap smear anyhow.
How do you find one? When I was sick this past
May, I almost gave up. Ask any feminist, wom
en's liberationist. They may tell you there aren't
any. A t least you w ill find out then which ones
not to go to. My key criteria is a doctor who
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w ill listen. A doctor who's face falls into a blank
mask five minutes after you walk in is NOT
listening. Ask him a question he doesn't expect,
even a silly one, yo u'll find out fast. The odds
are that this kind of doctor w ill also refer you
to a similarly thinking colleague, specialist or
surgeon. Play the game with your hand on the
controls. You'll get stlick w ith the you that's
left if you don't.
(5)

D on't be afraid of the word CANCER. ~
Fear o f that word has killed more people
than it's saved. People do die of cancer - and a
hell o f a lo t d on't because they acted intelligently.
Many doctors aren't so radical in their treat
ments any more. Play the odds in your favour.
Much of the em otivequalityof the word is
derived from the helpless ignorance so many of
us feel - and this aspect is unnecessary.
(6)

Most im portantly - know the facts before
you see the doctor. You have the right to
refuse to sign the blanket-type release the
hospital wants you to sign. I refused. Distraught
as I was, nurses, doctor, anesthetist all pressured
me to sign. But I refused. "It's not even a
properly drawn legal document," they said. Ask
your lawyer. Anything you sign your name to
voluntarily w ill hold as a legal document in court.
That's the power of your signature. I authorized
a biopsy and lumpectomy and nothing else the
first time I entered the hospital and signed no
thing else. The second time, they never asked.
Each time I woke up, there were no surprises.
When you see the doctor insist that he explain
to you the "hows and whys" of the proposed
surgery and the risks involved with this and
other alternative treatments. Surgery may not
be the best form of treatment for you. If it is,
the location and size of the scar w ill depend
directly on which quadrant of the breast the
tum our is located in, the extent o f its involve
ment in surrounding tissue, skin and lymphatic
structures, and the techniques used by the
surgeon in coping with the above limitations.
There may be a choice in this. Tests should be
performed before surgery to determine if the
malignancy has spread. In these cases, surgery
may serve no function and other treatments
should be used.
If your lump is free and movable and IF there
are no affected lymph glands (my surgeon also
has a criterion fo r size - not much over 2 centi
metres), the rate of recurrence is the same
whether you have a lumpectomy, mastectomy,
or radical mastectomy. Some doctors just have
favourite procedures. Make sure you and your
doctor understand which you w ill allow BEFORE
you go into surgery. Don't be a stupid woman
expecting not to wake up 2 days later w ith a

breast missing w ithout knowing beforehand.
Recovery needs all your strength. Depression
removes it.
If your lump is attached, and/or the lymph
glands are affected, the above odds are reduced
by half and lumpectomy is not good enough.
If your lump changes shape - it may be a cyst
or it may be more extremely virulent or both.
Get to a doctor faster. The same if it hurts.
Thirty-five is not a magic age. i w ill be 34 next
week. Neither is the oft-quoted 42. Better try
30. It may be safer to be surer earlier especially
if you've had cancer in your fam ily. If so, see
your doctor twice as often and listen to your
body more once you h it 30. I th in k normal
care - examine your breasts the week after
menstruation m onthly and get a pap smear at
least annually - are enough prior to that. If
you th ink I'm wrong. Good. You're thinking.
Keep it up. If you have chronic recurrences of
Herpes Simplex Type 2, have a cervical smear
at least every 6 months - there seems to be a
link between herpes and cervical cancer show
ing up in studies of latent viruses, which is
what they th ink cancer may be.
A drill biopsy is just what it sounds like. It takes
15 minutes in the theatre under anesthesia. A
surgical biopsy is like the T.V. Nationwide show
on November 11th. Same time, but a small sur
gical incision. A small incision, not a chop-job.
Some doctors make up their minds before they
start and therefore get really to it, evidently.
Sometimes, a needle biopsy and/or incision
biopsy are done under local anesthetic in the
surgery. Check with your doctor about the con
tagion of healthy tissue in cases of a needle or
drill biopsy. My surgeon said no statistical proof
has shown up. He is up on his reading and
research, I know, but I've read the opposite
fairly recently as well. In the field of cancer,
things are changing fast. Check. Infection is
defined as it occurs not only in nearby tissues,
but iftaybe through its lymph gland structures
to other areas.
There is no difference statistically between cure
or recovery if the surgery is done immediately
following biopsy or 2 or 3 days later. A wait
may give you time to th ink - to be w ith friends to regain control - If you want it, take it. You
evidently need it. When I received the final
verdict, the pathologist checked it twice, I lost
that last thread o f hope and went to pieces. I'd
put on a splendid theatrical performance fo r 3
solid weeks - ask my friends - but now I really
knew. It had to come off. I was feeding my own
death. I got very loud, physical, furious, slamm
ed at everything in sight, argued with the surgeon,

you name it. "When was the last time you saw
a one-breasted m otorcyclist?" I asked him finally.
Then, "W hat are the advantages and disadvant
ages o f having them both o ff? " He sank weakly
into a chair and said in a very shaky voice, "Y ou
and I have got to become friends because we're
going to ba seeing a lo t of each other fo r a long
tim e ." We discussed procedures. We agreed. I
went home to rest.
Breast removal is not necessarily a mutilating
experience. Know your doctor. Know your body.
Talk about it to your man. My man's a breast
man too. It was hard fo r him to accept that I
had cancer. Compared to cancer, a breast's a
pretty small thing, he said. And we've still got
one left, on a living me. And don't hide it from
your children. That creates fear fo r nothing.
They've got the right to know too. It's not easy
to face. My mother was temporarily disabled
by her mastectomy. I was determined not to be.
A t 34 w ith 3 children and a life to live, I could
n 't afford to be and began insisting everything
possible be done to avoid this halfway through
the first visit to the first doctor. And I am not.
Today is the 7th day after my operation. I did
the dishes, cleaned up the kitchen, changed the
bed, swept the floor, hoed a very little and
weeded and watered the gardens, wrote 2 letters
and this paper and did some craft work. Still a
little stiff, but functioning well. And, of course,
I rested.
Most im portantly : know yourself - prepare
yourself - know your body so well that you
know immediately when something is abnormal.
The one thread that runs through all female
reproduction organ related cancers is hormone
imbalance. The other, as w ith other cancers, is
something wrong w ith your immunology. Each
gives early indications; funny periods, bad skin,
hair, tiredness, weakness, new reactions to drugs,
illness you never had before. They rarely mean
cancer alone, but they add up in. the final pic
ture. I only had the hormone bit, mostly becau
se I moved fast. My immunological system was
fighting like hell and it still is. A month or so
more and it probably might not have been.
What else can you do ? Help fig ht fo r shorter
waiting lists and more equipment fo r cancer
checks, by mamography, thermography and
another new xeroradiography machine. Don't
accept a 3 to 4 week wait. Early and fast proce
dures are the best w itk a cure rate. It might have
been fatal fo r me to wait. Think of those women
waiting now. Only woman pressure w ill change
the situation. Don't accept a delay or a don't
w orry little thing attitude from the examining
doctor. Scream and argue. If you know what
you're talking about, he'll come around. Even a
stubborn doctor knows the difference between

an intelligent and a stupid woman when actually
faced with the difference. Show him. Expand his
education too.
A lady who visited me while I was in the hosp
ital wore tw o prostheses. A t first I thought
she'd been sent by my surgeon as he's repeat
edly asked me if I wanted someone to taik to
me about breast prostheses and I'd refused to
face this aspect of my situation. It is impossible
fo r me to write of the effect this woman's
unexpected visit had on me. She just walked in
to chat and until she told me about herself. I
thought she was normal, like everyone else in
the world except me. There is no structured
rehabilitation programme fo r mastectomy
patients in the hospitals of this country and so
the woman is generally left on her own to cope.
All attempts to establish something to help
have been scoffed at. Support in all ways
attempts to establish post operative "copingassistance" fo r women - by women.
My surgeon also recommends physiotherapy
if I'm still s tiff after tw o weeks. I've been
exercising on my own since the operation as
even modified breast surgery affects the move
ment o f the shoulder. There are several specified
reaching and rotating exercises which should
be done in hospitals under a physiotherapist's
supervision from the third day after the oper
ation. If they are hot done, excessive stiffness,
weakness and Lymphedema (swelling from
fluid retention) may result, restricting move
ment and markedly lenghtening your recoveryto-normal time.
Some women consider their fem ininity to reside
in their breasts. I have a friend who refused a
hysterectomy that she desperately needed
several years ago because she thought her fem
inin ity was in her uterus. Mine is in my mind.
Some male people regard their wife's or
women's breasts as their sexuality. My husband
d id n't partly because he's also been through
self-help effects. "W hat did you do - play w ith
each other all night?" He came around. Now
he leans towards Los Angeles and blesses
Lorraine Rothman. "T h a t one that's left has
to do double time now, you realise," he told
me as we went to bed the first night home. And
we laughed. Sometimes I still cry a little. It was
rough. The surgeon is still listening and so am I.
I learned too, from him, as he from me. My
body is fighting. I am on no therapy, no drugs.
My body is my best defence. Therapy would
kill this o ff and leave me dependent on drugs.
So far, so good. A t first cancer feels a b it like
alcoholism, except you don't know what to stay
away from. Each morning, at first, I started over
my whole life.

list who operated on you - like tom orrow
morning. The key factor here is "change - it
has changed. Go to the medical school library
if you like and look up scar tissue AFTER you've
made the appointment. Discuss with your
doctor what you've read. Ask him questions.
Insist on answers. Tell him I told you so if you
like; I don't care if you use me for support.
Just don't sit there doing nothing. And listen to
what he says. An intelligent woman listens too,
listens and learns and acts." IN OTHER WORDS
AN IN TELLIG EN T WOMAN IS A WOMAN
WHO KNOWS WHEN SHE DOESN'T KNOW.

A t the YWCA Speakout at which I spoke some:
one asked me about their lump which had been
operated on, removed, and scar tissue had
formed. Now it was changing and another lump
formed below it. "W hat shall I do; can scar
tissue become malignant?" she asked. We talked
about it. There is one major TRAP o f self help
which must be avoided and is sometimes d iffi
cult to protect yourself from. If you don't know
investigate and find out, but d on't diagnose
yourself to death. It's been done. This woman's
doctor said rorget it. "Forget the doctor," I
advised. "Make an appointment with the specia
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This is an illustration of a type of residual scar
which may result from a modified radical mas
tectomy. Different procedures and degrees
of operation may leave different scars.
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Exploitation of Women
by Judith
In all areas of her life, woman is made into ar\
object. She is denied her true individuality and
is constantly defined in relation to man.
Unfortunately, women have for centuries aided
and abetted their own deification and we are
all both the victims and instruments o f our own
oppression.

in a nutshell. Woman is a thing like a car, and
is also a possession.
The idea of woman as a possession is the next
element to be considered. Throughout her
life woman is defined in terms of her relation
ship to a man. She is John's daughter, Jack's
wife, and Johnny's mother. Very seldom has
she the opportunity to develop her own
individual personality.

There are tw o ways of regarding woman. One
is the deification of the woman. This 'putting
on a pedestal' ranges from the worship o f the
Virgin Mary, to Dante's idealisation of Beatrice
as the guide through Paradise, to Goethe's
concept o f the Eternal Feminine leading us above,
and Dryden's couplet:

When a woman marries, she not only loses her
name, she loses her identity. She becomes the
wife of a man, and also takes his status. The
pyramidal hierarchy of society w ith the
professional and big business men at the top
exploiting white collar and blue collar workers
scrambling on the lower steps o f the pyramid,
wreaks an even greater injustice on woman,
who automatically is wrenched from her own
particular position and placed alongside her
husband as a kind o f accessory. Women married
to successful' men have no real opportunity to
develop their own talents, they are too busy
helping their husband's image. A few months
ago a woman lecturer was telling me of a
discussion she had with some women students
on marriage. She said that one was engaged to
a commerce graduate, and another was planning
to marry a plumber. She thought the plumber's
fiancee might find it rather d iffic u lt to marry
out of her intellectual class. Here is embodied a
cardinal rule for girls: 'D on't marry beneath
you'. As the system operates, you lose your
identity automatically, so make sure you make
the best bargain available, by marrying as high
up on the social scale as possible.

'A perfect woman, nobly planned
To warm, to com fort and command.'
What do these lo fty creatures have in common?
Two things, one they are sexless. They are
certainly not creatures o f flesh and blood.
Witness tjie doctrine of the Immaculate
Conception. Two, the purpose o f these paragons
is to be guide and comforter o f man, namely the
male sex, to lift them beyond their gross carnal
nature. This, in brief, is woman as saint. The
other way is of course, to think of woman as
whore. Eve is responsible for man's fall from
grace, Delilah symbolically castrates Samson,
and we are all familiar with the concepts of the
femme fatale, the siren who lured men to their
doom, the courtesan who wrought havoc on
the judgement of powerful men, the gold digger
and the strumpet who is loathed by the men
who use her body and by the women who see
in her a reflection o f their own condition.
This polarity is still prevalent today and is
responsible for the plight of woman who is
expected to be pure but not frigid, in fact, a
sexy Madonna. One obvious example o f this
polarity is that phenomenon the beauty contest.
Women are here presented as ideal sex symbols
The emphasis as w ith Hugh Hefner's Bunnies
in his Playboy clubs, is on 'look, but don't
touch', 'have lascivious daydreams, but keep
her up on stage, she is untouchable.' In Prester
John's column recently a judge o f the Mrs
Maniototo contest, (which is not supposed to
be judged on conventional physical beauty,
but rather on assessment of the individual ’
woman) gave his prescription for judging. This
was sound chassis, excellent body, good paint
work.... and one owner.' This is objectification

Women who do not marry are also exploited. An
unmarried woman is regarded as a failure as a
woman, since it appears that no man wanted
her. Women who make successful careers for
themselves often do so in the face o f male
opposition and prejudice, and are subjected to
discrimination in the areas o f pay and promotion
Unfortunately many women who succeed in a
man's world adopt the attitudes o f their male
colleagues, and despise their sisters who through
conditioning or fam ily responsibilities, have
failed to make the grade. Too often these women
say that women should have to fight to get
anywhere. Women are not prepared to make
the necessary sacrifices. What sacrifices? Of
bearing and rearing children, of being able to
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go anywhere in the world to fo llo w a career
despite the needs o f a husband to stay in one
place and build his career there? None of these
sacrifices are demanded o f a man. What man
has been denied promotion or has had to give
up a promising career because he is a father?
Referring back to my earlier remarks on woman
as sex object, we see the dual pressures placed
on woman to be chaste, yet also the vehicle
for man's sexual expression. Human sexual
relations are perhaps the bitterest human
battlefield and the casualties are usually women.
It is a physiological fact that a man may
achieve sexual satisfaction while his mate remains
unmoved. It is biologically impossible for a
woman to rape a man. He must rise somehow to
the occasion. The Victorian mother's advice to
her daughter, 'when your husband mounts you
close your eyes and th in k o f England' expressed
the social mores o f the day, that a good woman
did not enjoy sex. However, it became clear
that sexuality lay at the core o f mahy psychiatric
illnesses, and Sigmund Freud developed his
infamous theory o f penis envy, which held that
all women are castrated males, who only reach
their fu lfilm e n t when they bear a son, who
represents their lost penis. This explained away
the function o f the clitoris as that o f a
rudimentary penis (embryonically speaking the
penis is an over-developed clitoris). The clitoris,
Freud contended, is the organ o f immature
female sexuality. However, woman should, on
m aturity, abandon infantile clitoral activity and
magically achieve vaginal orgasm. The cruel
doctrine, which has wrecked innumerable
marriages, labels all women as frigid or immature
who cannot achieve orgasm from the stimulation
o f the vagina w ith the penis. Women who
achieve orgasm in the prescribed manner feel
smug and superior, and those who cannot feel
failures. They are regarded by their men as
frigid, and all too often feel compelled to fake
an orgasm.
In the 1960s Masters and Johnson finally
shattered the m yth o f the vaginal orgasm in
their monumental work 'Human Sexual Response'
This fin ally proved that the clitoris is the
centre o f female sexuality and orgasm, and
that all orgasms have the same psychology
whether the stimulation is manual, penile,
oral or psychological. Even so, there are some
experts, who recommend resiting the
clitoris w ithin the vulva to expedite 'normal'
orgasm, and are surprised when it does not
work. Would they be so surprised if resiting
the penis o f a man on his abdomen would not
cure his impotence. These people ignore the
fact that sex is a matter o f mind as well as body,
and is not an involuntary bodily function such
as digestion or respiration. Much o f the theories

that woman is passive, submissive, meek and
docile stems from woman's supposed passivity
in bed. She is supposedly receptive and inert,
while man is dominant, aggressive, the life force.
On the other hand, woman's capacity for
sexual enjoyment arouses fear in men, and from
this springs the myths o f woman as manipulative
and castrating.
The dual approach to woman is also inherent
in attitudes towards premarital sex, abortion
and unmarried motherhood. The old cry o f the
seducing male, 'I w ill marry only a virgin' has
perhaps faded a little, but society still refuses to
amend or repeal unjust abortion laws while
still attaching a stigma and financial burden on
women who bear children out of wedlock. 'She
can always say no' is the catch cry o f many who
would never dream of saying 'he can always say
no'.
Woman is exploited by a consumer society. She
is forced into a way o f life which is regarded as
being her role, whether or not she is suited to
it, and is there bombarded w ith exhortations to
perpetuate the vicious cycle. She is to do
housework for no payment, and television
commercials tell her what to buy to be a success
fu l housewife. She w ill have clean floors,
appetising meals fo r her husband and children
and w ill use the right brand of toothpaste or
deodorant.
Popular songs w ill give the formulae fo r success.
I must quote the words o f a song which was the
bane of my adolescence, and I hope thereby to
exorcise it.
'The girl that I marry w ill have to be
As soft and as pink as a nursery
The girl I call my own
Will wear satin and laces and smell of
cologne.
Her nails w ill be polished
And in her hair
She'll wear a gardenia
And I'll be there
Stead o f knitting, I'll be sitting
Next to her and she'll purr like a kitten
A doll I can carry, the girl that I marry
must be.'
Women's magazines and romantic novels all*
perpetuate the myth that woman is pure
plastic virgin, a sleeping beauty until with the
aids of a consumer society, she succeeds in
making a strong, deep-voiced, hair chested man
fall in love w ith her, claim her as his own, and
waft her away to a fairy castle where she w ill live
happily ever after as queen, raising beautiful
children, cooking nourishing meals, and making
a home fo r her man.
I could go on ad infinitum and ad nauseam.
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However, I would like to consider the results
o f this exploitation. First of all, it hampers true
freedom of development o f the individual,
whether male or female. A slave cannot love her
master other than in a servile and pathologically
dependent way. The master or owner c.annot
love his inferior other than in a patronising
fashion. The unconscious guilt o f the master
or oppressor manifests itself in ridicule and
distortion of the nature of womanhood. Pride
o f ownership, deification, serve as a thin veneer
for his basic contempt. And how does woman
feel about other women? Until recently there
has been no phrase 'sisterhood of women' to
equate 'brotherhood o f man'. Women usually
prefer men and their company, and are
generally suspicious o f and competitive with
one another. This is because in the faces of
our sisters we can see the reflection of our own
chains, and our self-contempt and sense of

inferiority is turned on those around us. Some
of us may have found individual solutions to
this problem and can resolve our relationships
with our men. But it is not easy to do so and
individual solutions are not enough when so
many people are suffering. How to overcome
our exploitation? That is really the subject of
the fins’ talk in this series.
I believe our strength lies in our common
inheritance, our sex. If we can unite and share
and care fo r one another, gain strength and
identity and purpose from one another, we
then can afford to extend our compassion
and freely give our love to the other half
of the human race, and together try to develop
our common humanity.

Reprinted from an Introduction to Women's
Liberation Dunedin Collective for Women.

Put Your Money
W here Your Movement Is
by Beverly Fisher
Money is harder for women to talk about than
orgasm. The much flaunted concept o f
collectivity in the Women's Movement has not
reached into the bottom seams o f women's
pockets. Feminists have discussed nearly every
topic imaginable, but rarely do we discuss what
we do w ith our money, as individuals and as
groups.
We must recognize the importance and potential
power o f money fo r us as a movement committed
to challenging power relationships. Money is
leverage for gaining the power to be self-sufficient
and autonomous in both the short and long run.
Money and Attitudes
To sound a horn in this money silence, this
article begins by examining how our attitudes
and behaviour about money often reflect our
class backgrounds as well as our present
economic situations. A woman who has learned
to live on an income that just barely allows her
to pay fo r essentials - rent, food, and utilities considers any additional money as extra. On
the other hand, a woman w ith a more substantial
income may also see car payments, gas, charge
accounts, insurance, clothes allowance and g ift
allowance, as essentials; she w ill spend twice as
much yet see herself as having no extras.
This basic difference manifests itself in many
ways. When a woman says "I haven't got any
money,” she may mean she doesn't have cash
because she hasn't cashed a cheque or she
may mean she doesn't have any money at all,
not even in the bank. What constitutes "pocket
money" can vary as much as $5 to $55 a week.
Going out to lunch and dinner three or four
times a week is a life style that many professional
women practice, w ithout considering how
much money they consume above and beyond
normal food spending.
While visits to doctors and dentists are included
in many women's budgets, fo r others it is
rarely possible. Teeth go bad, illnesses hopefully
get better themselves and preventative medicine
is an impossibility. Women who never had credit

or charge accounts have no concept o f spending
more money than they have at any given
moment. Their a bility to buy is only immediate.
Planning often is impossible because next week's
living expenses w ill eat up any extra they have
now.
Women who make enough to save money out o f
their regular income have options fo r planning
vacations and buying investments toward their
future. They consider this planning essential
to their psychic survival. But women who have
no extra money after living expenses have no
choices about planning or buying. They live
from pay-cheque to pay-cheque. Life takes on a
very different perspective with no escape or
release to look forward to.
Being able to live on past privilege is another
asset fo r some women. Those who have accumul
ated goods over the years, such as clothes,
household furnishings and appliances, type-'
writers, cameras, and tv's, are way ahead o f many
women who had nothing to start w ith and often
never get these things or have to purchase them
out o f their present incomes.
During my four years in the Women's Movement,
I have observed many friends move from typing
and secretarial pay to professional salaries.
Along w ith an increased salary there is an
inevitable rising spiral o f economic need. New
categories o f needs inevitably arise; air
conditioning and a car become necessities where
once they weren't possibilities. What at first was
a huge increase in income is soon eaten up by
galloping consumption.
The different economic experiences o f women
are acted out in the politics o f the Movement.
For example, while equal pay fo r equal work is
practically a holy principle to feminists, the
principle is often forgotten when a woman is
doing work for the Movement. There is an
unspoken expectation that women can and
should work for pure political satisfaction.
This assumption may have originated out o f a
predominance of women in the movement who
were not faced with the necessity o f work for

survival; as such, it is an important manifestation
of individuals' economic situation being reflected
in movement politics. (See Coletta Reid's
article, ''Taking Care o f Business", fo r more on
this subject.) Similarly, the heavily emphasized
campaign fo r promoting women to high level
well-paying positions overlooks the widened
gap created between them and lower- and
working-class women.
The Movement's Need for Money
The Women's Movement often idealistically
assumes things w ill happen w ithout attending
to the practical aspects of accomplishment,
particularly when it comes to money. To change
this assumption, we must define our goals and
their relationship to money. If our goal is ending
the oppression o f women and creating a humane
society for all people, Cve must develop and
undertake strategies for achieving this. Con
fronting and eliminating the institutions of
capitalism, sexism, racism, classism, hetero
sexism, and imperialism requires a powerful
social, political and economic movement. We
have to develop strategies and institutions on
many different fronts. On all fronts, we need
movement resources to achieve these ends.
We cannot expect traditional funding sources
to underwrite us.
Money is important. It can buy survival for
movement projects and the individuals who give
their tim e and energy to them. Money enables us
financially to support leaders, organizers, thinkers,
writers, printers, office workers, etc. who are
essential personnel of any social movement. By
providing them w ith decent salaries they can put
all their energy and time into the movement rather
than having to split themselves into several
chunks in order to survive. As salaried personnel
we can develop structures and systems for
accountability of all our work. No more
"tyranny of structurelessness."
Money to pay fo r movement work could also
help alleviate the class bias o f the movement. For
example, at present, only those who have
accumulated savings or are supported by
husbands can afford to work full-tim e in move
ment activities. We must be able to offer women
jobs in the Movement as a means of support at a
reasonable level. We need women of all back
grounds and experience, including those whose
salary must support children or a household.
Money and other resources are basic to the
survival of and control over our programmes
and projects. Lack o f financial resources should
not be the deciding factor in determining our
priorities. If we decide that it is essential
to begin a new publication, we should be able
to do so w ithout jeopardizing our purpose and
politics in order to make the publication
financially feasible. For example, advertising

income*often essential to continued
publication, can be can cancelled at any time as
a feminist newspaper learned when a publisher
who did not appreciate a bad review of one of
its books cancelled their ad.
As the development of a women's culture and
its institutions becomes a reality, the necessity
for equipment and capital resources becomes
more crucial. We need to purchase major
equipment that w ill make us more self-sufficient
and bring us more capital for further growth.
Buying buildings and houses provides a
permanent base o f operation and insures our
existence beyond.the expiration of a lease.
Control of communication resources is key to
building mass support for feminism. Owning
our own media and communication resources
increases our visibility and impact; we can reach
women who never go to underground bookstores
or listen to movement radio stations. Radio,
television, film , and publishing all require
capital investment and technical skills.
As we create feminist institutions we w ill provide
jobs for women. This is vital for women's
economic self-sufficiency- Yet, too often the old
maxim holds true - " I t takes money to make
money". If we do not have the resources to
purchase new equipment and expand our
operations, we w ill not be able to provide these
jobs. To the extent that the present system
provides women w ith economic survival, most
- w ill resist the destruction of capitalism. Only
when we can offer women an alternative system
w ith new principles and actions, which also
guarantee economic survival, w ill we have
generated a substantial source of power.
Changing Our Attitudes and Politics
Once we recognize that money is essential
to our movement and examine our attitudes
toward it, we can analyze how to change our
values and action about money in order to
build a new political perspective on money
and feminism. We must acknowledge that as
long as money is solely in individual feminists'
control, it divides us. It creates privileges
and security fo r a few thereby leading to
conflicting ideas about movement priorities.
We have been dealing w ith money in capitalist
ways by not discussing it as a movement issue.
We have allowed it to remain an individual's
right, as sacred as the right to religion or free
speech. It is time to create programmes and
strategies growing out of a common political ,
ideology that develop means for controlling
money collectively and redistributing privilege
and security.
We must discuss money openly and honestly,
not just in abstract discussions o f the ruling class
and their money, but in real gut discussions of

who has what in our particular groups..We
should be aware o f each other's resources —
including money and property - as well as
whether we can type or prepare incorporation
papers. We must examine our values and see
how we deal w ith money as well as talk about
our financial backgrounds.

Usually such centres wait too long to get
financial backing and when they do, too much
time and energy is devqted to it to the detri
ment o f the quality of the services.
Women's centres usually consist o f a loose
association o f autonomous service projects. If
these projects operated as "fem inist businesses",
offering the same essential services fo r reason
able fees, they could pay fo r their operating
expenses, pay their staffs, and at the same time,
continue to grow.

Too often women react w ith guilt or downward
m obility whenever a discussion o f economic
differences arises. Neither reaction gets us any
where. G uilt only immobilizes; quitting a
$15,000/year job wastefully denies money to
all women. What is essential is understanding
our economic differences so that we begin to
develop ideology and strategies which take
these differences into account. We must
realize that our money is going to make a vital
difference in the movement. W ithout it the
Movement w ill rise, then fall, as the money runs
out. It is not necessary to become lower or
working class - infact, that can't be done. What
can be done is to recognize that our individual
money can make the Movement something that
is important to each o f us and to all women. Put
your money where your Movement is!
We need to develop strategies for acquiring
money as well as fo r using it. Our strategies should
rest on these assumptions: 1) Money is a neces
sary resource fo r building a revolutionary
women's movement. 2) Money is a means to an
end. 3) There is a reasonable living standard
w hich can be established and adhered to by all.
4) No individual should have more money than
is needed fo r her to live at this reasonable level.
5) Any individual whose income exceeds that
reasonable level shares the excess. A ll o f these
assumptions challenge the values o f capitalism.
As a movement dedicated to eradicating in
equities, building new systems that correct the
present ones is essential. Experimenting w ith
new ideas and programmes which incorporate
these assumptions w ill lead to new economic
relationships and w ill prepare us fo r our task o f
creating a new economic system.-

I suggest that we offer services at a standard pay
and fee scale that both permits low-cost services
and provides a reasonable income to the women
supplying the services. In setting a pay/fee scale
groups should evaluate carefully what constitutes
a reasonable standard o f living, taking into
account their own geographic area and the
special needs of individuals, such as health and
dependents. Department o f Labour statistics
on what constitutes an adequate income fo r an
individual may be a helpful guide. In this area,
a figure between $3 to $4 per hour would
represent a reasonable wage.
We have worked hard w ithin the movement to
provide free services fp r women, and yet,
anytime we seek a woman's professional service,
we can expect to pay the same rate that we
would pay a male professional. Defensive
statements from the women professionals range
from "I paid to get the degrees to do this work,
why shouldn't I charge these rates?" to "This is
the first tim e I've had an opportunity to make
money". This kind o f blindness, which ignores
the perpetuation o f the class system, is an
intolerable practice fo r anyone who professes to
be a feminist. Therefore one strategy to be
considered involves the commitment o f feminists
to give up their professional salary privilege and
live on a reasonable wage. Since the pay scale
would be equal no matter what the particular job
performed, thi%policy involves a considerable
reduction in income fo r some women, while
fo r others it means an increased standard of
living.

Some Proposals fo r Redistributing Money
Movement activities fall into roughly two
categories.— projects that can be done in a
financially self-sustaining manner and those that
cannot. The approaches for financing the two
categories vary according to this essential
difference.

If the group providing the service sets a pay
scale at this reasonable level, they in turn w ill be
able to offer their services for a reasonable
charge. This system is one way in which
feminists can begin to make money work for
each other.

The majority o f projects w ithin the Women's
Movement are not presently self-sustaining
but can and should be. For example, our
women's centres offer free services to women
w ith little planning as to how we w ill pay fo r the
operating expenses, such as salaries fo r staff.
Story after story o f women's centres folding
because o f lack o f funds should be lesson enough.

Another advantage o f such a proposal is that it
begins to free feminist projects from the hold o f
male money-granting institutions. So far these
"institutions have demonstrated that they w ill
fund only those projects which are not
threatening to the status quo, that is, those
groups espousing goals o f equality rather than
power fo r women. Projects relying on such
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funding must keep their politics and activities
acceptable to the funder. This reliance on malecontrolled funding exercises a conservative
influence on the entire Women's Movement.
Political Action Groups
Not all the necessary projects and organizations
of the women's movement, however, can
become entirely self-sustaining. These include
those groups which engage in political
organizing and action, the ideological and
strategic core of our movement. With this
financial support, they could carry out
mass and grassroots organizing, act as the
political education branch o f the movement,
and plan and execute actions which confront
the institutions o f patriarchy and capitalism.
If we examine existing political organizations
for women, we find that most are primarily
reformist groups which seek equality for
women w ithin the existing system; e.g. groups
such as NOW, National Women's Political
Caucus, and the Women's Equity Action League.
There are few organized groups w ith radical or
revolutionary ideology; what exists are mostly
city-wide coalition groups and socialist
feminist action groups.
One reason that more radical groups have not
formed is that many feminists have disdained
money and believe we w ill destroy capitalism
by to ta lly avoiding it. Meanwhile, reformist
groups have grown and survived because they
have dealt w ith money. Early in the radical
women's movement, I remember repeated
derogatory remarks about NOW's $15.00
membership fee. Since then, NOW has changed
its position and makes provision fo r women who
cannot afford to pay the fee; the radical
movement sits in the same place. Membership
dues can provide some basic income fo r a
political organization as well as a definitive
membership (see Jo Freeman's "T yranny of
Structurelessness" fo r discussion on need for
definitive membership). Still, unless the dues
are prohibitive or the membership in the millions,
dues do not guarantee viable financial security
for any political organization that has paid
organizers and staff, and the expense o f printed
and other media propaganda . While the sale of
some publications and literature can be another
source of income, here again the income is
limited.
Radical political organizations are necessary,
but given their inability to be self-sufficient, how
can we fund them? And how can be develop a
system o f income sharing and redistribution of
privilege w ithin them? I propose a personal
income tax on each woman's income in excess of
the reasonable standard of living described

earlier. Taxing ourselves provides a means o f
ensuring political commitment w ith our money
as well as our lives. This proposal particularly
is directed to those career women, often single,
who comprise the movement rank and file,
both the reformist and radical. These women
have been sufficiently aware o f female
oppression to join feminist groups and volunteer
time and energy to projects but rarely consider
giving their money to the movement as well.
This proposal provides a mechanism for doing so.
Such a tax should not only be paid by the
individual woman. Female-owned businesses
as well can pay taxes, and have a responsibility
to do so. Feminist businesses which cannot
produce excess income can benefit by receiving
tax revenue. Services rendered should be part of
a political programme determined by a feminist
political organization.
Political Organisations: The Redistributing Agent
Eventually we must develop political organisations
to which we entrust the important task o f
redistributing income through a tax, as well as
establishing a system o f accountability for those
projects and businesses that practice on a
standard pay/fee scale basis. We can begin by
establishing the political goals and principles
for such an organization. Then, decisions about
how money is used and redistributed can be
made on the basis of these principles and goals.
The following questions provide a guide fo r
evaluating an organisation 's political
principles and goals, and its money values
and strategies.
1. Does the organisation include an analysis
of how the programme or project w ill affect
power relationships in our society, both
personal and institutional?
2. Does it contain the elements which make it
an instrument for eliminating sexism, racism
and capitalism?
3. Does the programme understand and examine
its relationship to other movement programmes
and strategies and have an analysis o f how its
goals relate to them?
4. Does it support the development o f the
feminist community?
5. Does it build mutually supportive systems
among women and not promote further class
divisions and distinctions?
6. Does it promote economic self-sufficiency
for women?
7. Does it provide experience for women in
management of resources for feminist
interests?
8. Does it disperse control of money among
women of different economic, cultural, and
social positions and provide accountability
for uses of money?
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9. Does it encourage women to grow in their
feminist commitment and level o f participation?
10. Does it lead to a new economy based on
shared resources?
|
11. Does it reach out to women who have not
yet been involved in or touched by the
women's movement?
12. Does it examine the relationship between
its strategies and its goals?
There are many difficulties facing us in imple
menting these proposals w ithout initia lly
developing correlative organizational structures
and systems of accountability for members and
leaders. They are vital areas to explore before
undertaking any proposal as radical as an income
tax or standard pay/fee scale. However, since
my principal concern in this article is money
rather than the form ulation of political
organizations, I have limited this discussion.
Many women must do the thinking, discussing,
planning, w riting and experimenting in other
areas, keeping this article's proposals in mind.
As one approachrto the interlocking questions
for the co-ordination, administration, and
implementation o f these tw o proposals, I
would like to look at Feminist Credit Unions
as a possible resource.
Feminist Credit Unions are new to the movement;
women in D etroit established the first one and
many women elsewhere are now forming their
own, based on that model. In order to obtain
federal insurance, a federal credit union must
establish membership through a common bond.
The Feminist Credit Union's bond is based on
women's organizations which become the charter
subscribers. For an individual woman to buy
shares in the credit union itself she must be a
member o f one of the charter subscriber
organizations. These organizations could be the
same political organizations this section o f the
article discusses. The FCU s could administer
the income tax and standard pay/fee scale by
acting as a conduit fo r collecting and dis
tributing funds between individuals, businesses
and organizations.
In addition, they could provide financial
counsellors to women. The training of
these counsellors should be carried out jo in tly
by the credit unions and the subscriber political
organizations.
$ .
This training should be viewed as both a political
and a practical task. Training programmes should
be developed by women from all class back
grounds w ith clear principles and goals much
in line w ith the questions outlined above. With
trained financial counsellors from the FCU,
women could develop budgets and comprehensive
pictures of their financial status. Having "extra”
money for feminist groups generally is not going

to happen w ithout careful budget planning and
practice.
Local FCU s w ith the experience o f handling
many different women's budgets could aid in
ascertaining what "reasonable" expenses are and
in developing a reasonable budget fo r all salary
levels. From these figures, jo in t committees of
representatives from the FCU s and the respective
political organization could determine fair tax
percentages and a reasonable pay/fee rate. These
figures could be discussed between each woman
and a Feminist Credit Counsellor. In the case of
the tax, an agreed upon percentage would then
be deducted by the credit union from each
regular deposit, and transferred to the organizat
ion designated by the woman. The possible role
o f the Feminist Credit Union speaks to the
necessity o f women in every city and area
organizing their own financial institutions
controlled by their membership.
A Transition: Privilege Sharing
While aspects of both these approaches can and
should begin right now, essentially they are
long-range strategies that require further
development. I would like to urge immediate
attempts at privilege sharing among defined
groups to serve as a transition to these long
term plans. Privilege sharing is based on a basic
commitment to each other's survival, and to
the survival and building of a strong women's
movement. Groups, whether existing project/
programme groups,Jiving collectives, or defined
communities o f women, can institute various
ways to pool individual money and resources.
Too much o f present privilege sharing is tied
only to personal relationships, such as between
friends or lovers, rather than to political goals
or groups. In addition, if the proposals I have
made are going to be instituted, they w ill require
some women getting used to living on less and
others readjusting to having more than they have
ever had. Transition attempts at privilege sharing
w ill teach us more about the problems that w ill
be encountered in the long-range proposals —
such as who makes the decisions o f allocation
and by what means?
On an individual level, one's decision on how to
use her money is not in the control of the group.
If one woman spends it on art objects and
another fo r going out to the bar that is her
choice. On an organizational level, however, we
must determine how it is going to be spent, and
there w ill be no simple formula fo r these decis
ions. The work before us is immense, but I feel
anxious to begin so we can get to the future we
are setting about to realize.
This article is reprinted with permission from
Q uest: A feminist Quarterly , P.O. Box 8843,
Washington DC, 20003, U.S.A. Overseas sub
scription rates : $US 10.00 per year.

The Tyranny of
Structurelessness
by Jo Freeman
During the years in which the women's
liberation movement has been taking shape a
great emphasis has been placed on what are
called leaderless, structureless groups as the
main — if not sole — organizational form o f the
movement. The source of this idea was a
natural reaction against the overstructured
society in which most o f us found ourselves,
the inevitable control this gave others over
our lives, and the continual elitism o f the Left
and similar groups among those who were
supposedly fighting this overstructuredness.
The idea of structurelessness, however, has
moved from a healthy counter to these
tendencies to becoming a goddess in its own
right. The idea is as little examined as the term
is much used, but it has become an intrinsic
and unquestioned part of women's liberation
ideology. For the early development of the
movement this did not much matter. It early
defined its main goal, and its main method, as
consciousness-raising, and the "structureless”
rap group was an excellent means to this end.
The looseness and inform ality o f it encouraged
participation in discussion and its often suppor
tive atmosphere elicited personal insight. If
nothing more concrete than personal insight
ever resulted from these groups, that did not
much matter, because their purpose did not
really extend beyond this.
The basic problems did n't appear until
individual rap groups exhausted the virtues of
consciousness-raising and decided they wanted
to do something more specific. A t this point
they usually floundered because most groups
were unwilling to change their structure when
they changed their tasks. Women had thoroughly
accepted the idea of "structurelessness” w ithout
realizing the limitations of its uses. People
would try to use the "structureless" group and
the informal conference for purposes for which
they were unsuitable out o f a blind belief that
no other means could possibly be anything but
oppressive.

If the movement is to grow beyond these
elementary stages of development, it w ill have
to disabuse itself o f some of its prejudices
about organization and structure. There is
nothing inherently bad about either o f these.
They can and often are misused, but to reject
them out o f hand because they are misused is
to deny ourselves the necessary tools to
further development. We need to understand
why "structurelessness" does not work.
Formal and Informal Structures
Contrary to what we would like to believe,
there is no such thing as a structureless group.
Any group of people of whatever nature that
comes together for any length of time for any
purpose w ill inevitably structure itself in some
fashion. The structure may be flexible, it may
vary over tim e; it may evenly or unevenly
distribute tasks, power, and resources over the
members o f the group. But it w ill be formed
regardless of the abilities, personalities, or
intentions o f the people involved. The very fact
that we are individuals, with different talents,
predispositions, and backgrounds makes this
inevitable. Only if we refused to relate or
interact on any basis whatsoever could we
approximate structurelessness - and that is
not the nature o f a human group.
This means that to strive for a structureless
group is as useful, and as deceptive, as to aim at
an "objective" news story, "value-free" social
science, or a "fre e " economy. A "laissez faire"
group is about as realistic as a "laissez faire"
society; the idea becomes a smoke screen for
the strong or the lucky to establish unquestioned
hegemony over others. This hegemony can be
so easily established because the idea of
"structurelessness" does not prevent the form 
ation of informal structures, only formal ones.
Similarly "laissez faire" philosophy did not
prevent the economically powerful from
establishing control over wages, prices, and
distribution of goods; it only prevented the
government from doing so. Thus structureless
ness becomes a way of masking power, and

within the women's movement is usually most
strongly advocated by those who are the most
powerful (whether they are conscious o f their
power or not). As long as the structure o f the
group is informal, the rules o f how decisions
are made are known only to a few and awareness
of power is curtailed to those who know the
rules. Those who do not know the rules and
are not chosen fo r initiation must remain in
confusion, or suffer from paranoid delusions that
something is happening o f which they are not
quite aware.
For everyone to have the opportunity to be
involved in a given group and to participate in
its activites the structure must be explicit,
not Im plicit. The rules of decision-making must
be open and available to everyone, and this can
happen only if they are formalized. This is not
to say that form alization o f a structure o f a group
w ill destroy the informal structure. It usually
doesn't. But it does hinder the informal structure
from having predominant control and make
available some means of attacking it if the
people involved are not at least responsible to
the needs of the group at large. "S tructure
lessness" is organizationally impossible. We
cannot decide whether to have a structured or
structureless group; only whether or not to
have a form ally structured one. Therefore the
word w ill not be used any longer except to
refer to the idea it represents. Unstructured,
w ill refer to those groups which have not been
deliberately structured in a particular manner.
Structured w ill refer to those which have. A
Structured group always has a fo rm a l structure,
and may also have an informal one. An
Unstructured group always has an informal, or
covert, structure. It is this informal structure,
particularly in Unstructured groups, which
forms the basis fo r elites.
The Nature of Elitism
"E litis t" is probably the most abused word in
the women's liberation movement. It is used
as frequently, and fo r the same reasons, as
"p in k o " was used in the fifties. It is never used
correctly. Within the movement*it
commonly refers to individuals, though the
personal characteristics and activities o f those
to whom it is directed may differ widely. An
individual, as an individual, can never be an
elitist, because the only proper application of
the term 'elite' is to groups. Any individual,
regardless of how well known that person may
be, can never be an elite.

becomes an elitist by being part of, or
advocating the rule by, such a small group,
whether or not that individual is well known or
not known at all. Notoriety is not a definition
o f an elitist. The most insidious elites are usually
run by people not known by the larger public
at all. Intelligent elitists are usually smart
enough not to allow themselves to become well
known; when they become known, they are
watched, and the mask over their power is no
longer firm ly lodged.
Because elites are informal does not mean they
are invisible. A t any small group meeting anyone
w ith a sharp eye and an acute ear can tell who
is influencing whom. The members o f a friend
ship group w ill relate more to each other than to
other people. They listen more attentively,
and interrupt less. They repeat each other's plans
points and give in amiably. The "o u ts " they
tend to ignore or grapple w ith. The "outs”
approval is not necessary fo r making a decision,
but it is necessary fo r the "o u ts " to stay on
good terms w ith the "in s". Of course the lines
are not as sharp as I have drawn them. They are
nuances of interaction, not pre w ritten scripts.
But they are discernible, and they do have their
effect. Once one knows w ith whom it is
important to check before a decision is made, and
whose approval is the stamp of acceptance, one
knows who is running things.
These friendship groups function as networks
of communication outside any regular channels
for such communication that may have been set
up by a group. If no channels are set up, they
function as the only networks o f communication.
Betause people are friends, because they
usually share the same values and orientations,
because they talk to each other socially and
consult w ith each other when common
decisions have to be made, the people involved
in these networks have more power in the group
than those who don't. And it is a rare group
that does not establish some information net
works of communication through the friends
that are made in it.
Some groups, depending on their size, may have
more than one such informal communications
network. Networks may even overlap. When
only one such network exists, it is the elite of
an otherwise Unstructured group, whether the
participants in it want to be elitists or not. If
the only such network in a Structured group it
may or may not be an elite depending on its
composition and the nature of the formal
Structure. If there are tw o or more such net
works of friends, they may compete for power
within the group, thus forming factions, or one
may deliberately opt out of the competition,
leaving the other as the elite. In a Structured
group, two or more such friendship networks

Correctly, an elite refers to a small group of
people who have power over a larger group of
which they are part, usually w ithout direct
responsibility to that larger group, and often
w ithout their knowledge or consent. A person
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usually compete w ith each other fo r formal
power. This is often the healthiest situation as
the other members are in a position to arbitrate
between the tw o competitors fo r power and thus
to make demands on those to whom they give
their temporary allegiance.
The inevitably elitist and exclusive nature o f
informal communication networks o f friends
is neither a new phenomenon characteristic of
the women's movement nor a phenomenon new
to women. Such informal relationships have
excluded women fo r centuries from participat
ing in integrated groups of which they were a
^ part. In any profession or organization these
networks have created the "locker room "
mentality and the "old school" ties which have
effectively prevented women as a group (as well
as some men individually) from having equal
access to the sources of power or social reward.
Much of the energy of past women's move
ments has been directed to having the structures
of decision-making and the selection processes
form alized so that the exclusion of women
could be confronted directly. As we well know,
these efforts have not prevented the informal
male-only networks from discriminating against
women, but they have made it more d ifficu lt.
Elites are not conspiracies. Very seldom does a
small group of people get together and
deliberately try to take over a larger group for
its own ends. Elites are nothing more, and
nothing less, than groups of friends who also
happen to participate in the same political
activities. They would probably maintain
their friendship whether or not they were involved
in political activities whether or not they
maintained their friendships. It is the coincidence
of these tw o phenomena which creates elites
in any group and makes them so d iffic u lt to
break.
Since movement groups have made no concrete
decisions about who shall exercise power w ithin
them, many different criteria are used around
the country. Most criteria are along lines of
traditional female characteristics. For instance
in the early days of the movement, marriage
was usually a prerequisite for participation in
the informal elite. As women have been tra d it
ionally taught, married women relate prim arily
to each other, and look upon single women as
being too threatening to have close friends.
In many cities, this criterion was further
refined to include only those women married
to New Left men. This standard had more than
tradition behind it, however, because New
Left men often had access to resources needed
by the movement — such as mailing lists, printing
presses, contacts and information — and
women were used to getting what they needed
through men rather than independently. As the

movement has changed through time, marriage
has become a less universal criterion for
effective participation, but all informal elites
establish standards by which only women who
possess certain material or personal character
istics may join. They frequently include:
middle-class background (despite all the rhetoric
about relating to the working class); being
married; not being married but living w ith some
one; being or pretending to be a lesbian, being
between the ages of tw enty and th irty ; being
college educated or at least having some college
background; being "h ip " ; not being too "h ip ";
holding a certain political line or identification
as a "radical", having children or at least liking
them; not having children; having certain
"fem inine " personality characteristics such as
being "n ic e "; dressing right (whether in the
traditional style or the anti-traditional style);
etc. There are also some characteristics which w ill
almost always tag one as a "deviant" who
should not be related to. They include: being
too old; working fu ll time, particularly if one
is actively committed to a "career"; not being
"n ice "; and being avowedly single (i.e. neither
actively heterosexual nor homosexual).
Other criteria could be included, but they all
have common themes. The characteristics
prerequisite fo r participating in the informal
elites of the movement, and thus fo r exercising
power, concern one's background, personality,
or allocation o f time. They do not include one's
competence, dedication to feminism, talents, or
potential contribution to the movement. The
former are the criteria one usually uses in
determining one's friends. The latter are what
any movement or organization has to use if
it is going to be politically effective.
The criteria of participation may d iffe r from
group to group, but the means of becoming a
member of the informal elite if one meets those
criteria are pretty much the same. The only
main difference depends on whether one is in
a group from the beginning, or joins it after it
has begun. If involved from the beginning it is
important to have as many o f one's personal
friends as possible also join. If no-one knows
anyone else very well, then one must deliberately
form friendships w ith a select number and
establish the informal interaction patterns
crucial to the creation of an informal structure.
Once the informal patterns are formed they act
to maintain themselves, and one of the most
successful tactics of maintenance is to contin
uously recruit new people who " f it in ". One
joins such an elite much the same way one
pledges a sorority. If perceived as a potential
addition, one is "rushed" by the members of
the informal structure and eventually either
dropped or initiated. If the sorority is not
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politically aware enough to actively engage in
this process itself it can be started by the o u t
sider pretty much the same way one joins any
private club. Find a sponsor, i.e., pick some
member o f the elite who appears to be well
respected w ithin it and actively cultivate that
person's friendship. Eventually, she will, most
likely bring you into the inner circle.
All of these procedures take time. So if one
works fu ll time or has a similar major comm
itment, it is usually impossible to join simply
because there are not enough hours left to go to
all the meetings and cultivate the personal
relationships necessary to have a voice in the
decision-making. That is why formal structures
o f decision-making are a boon to the overworked
person. Having an established process for
decision-making ensures that everyone can
participate in it to some extent.
Although this dissection of the process of elite
formation w ithin small groups has been
critical in perspective, it is not made in the belief
that these informal structures are inevitably bad
merely inevitable. All groups create informal
structures as a result o f the interaction patterns
among the members of the group. Such informal
structures can do very useful things. But only
Unstructured groups are to ta lly governed by
them. When informal elites are combined with
a myth of "structurelessness” , there can be no
attempt to put limits on the use of power. It
becomes capricious.
This has two potentially negative consequences of
which we should be aware. The first is that the
informal structure of decision-making w ill be .
much like a sorority — one in which people listen
to others because they like them and not because
they say significant things. As long as the move
ment does not do significant things this does not
much matter. But if its development is not to be
arrested at this preliminary stage, it w ill have to
alter this trend. The second is that informal
structures have no obligation to be responsible
to the group at large. Their power was not given
to them; it cannot be taken away. Their influence
is not based on what they do for the group;
therefore they cannot be directly influenced by
the group. This does not necessarily make
informal structures irresponsible. Those who are
concerned with maintaining their influence will
usually try to be responsible. The group simply
cannot compel such responsibility; it is
dependent on the interests of the elite.
The "S ta r" System
The idea of "structurelessness" has created the
"star” system. We live in a society which expects
political groups to make decisions and to select
people to articulate those decisions to the
public at large. The press and the public do

not know how to listen seriously to individual
women as women; they want to know how the
group feels. Only three techniques have ever
been developed fo r establishing mass group
opinion: the vote or referendum, the public
pinion survey questionnaire, and the selection
f group spokespeople at an appropriate
meeting. The women's liberation movement
has used none o f these to communicate w ith
the public. Neither the movement as a whole
nor most of the multitudinous groups w ithin
it have established a means o f explaining their
position on various issues. But the public is
conditioned to look for spokespeople.
While it has consciously not chosen spokes
people, the movement has thrown up many
women who have caught the public eye for
varying reasons. These women represent no
particular group or established opinion; they
know this and usually say so. But because
there are no official spokespeople nor any
decision-making body the press can query
when it wants to know the movement's
position on a subject, these women are per
ceived as the spokespeople. Thus, whether
they want to or not, whether the movement
likes it or not, women o f public note are put
in the role o f spokespeople by default.
This is one main source o f the ire that is
often felt toward the women who are labelled
"stars". Because they were not selected by
the women in the movement to represent
the movement's views, they are resented
when the press presumes that they speak fo r
the movement. But as long as the movement
does not select its own spokeswomen, such
women w ill be placed in that role by the press
and the public, regardless o f their own desires.
This has several negative consequences fo r both
the movement and the women labelled "stars".
(1) Because the movement d id n't put them in
the role of spokesperson, the movement cannot
remove them. The press put them there and
only the press can choose not to listen. The
press w ill continue to look to "stars" as
spokeswomen as long as it has no official
alternatives to go to fo r authoritative
statements from the movement. The movement
has no control in the selection o f its
representatives to the public as long as it
believes that it should have no representatives
at all. (2) Women put in this position often
find themselves viciously attacked by their
sisters. This achieves nothing for the movement
and is painfully destructive o f the individuals
involved. Such attacks only result in either the
woman leaving the movement entirely — often
bitterly alienated — or in her ceasing to feel
responsible to her "sisters". She may maintain
some loyalty to the movement, vaguely defined,
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but she is no longer susceptible to pressures
from other women in it. One cannot feel
responsible to people who have been the source
o f such pain w itho ut being a masochist, and
these women are usually too strong to bow to
that kind o f personal pressure. Thus the backlash
to the "sta r" system in effect encourages the,
very kind o f individualistic non-responsibility
that the movement condemns. By purging a sister
as a "sta r", the movement loses whatever control
it may have had over the person, who then
becomes free to comm it all o f the individualistic
sins o f which she has been accused.

other members in the group. Infighting and
personal power games rule the day. When a
group is involved in a task, people learn to get
along w ith others as they are and to subsume
personal dislikes fo r the sake o f the larger goal.
There are lim its placed on the compulsion to
remould every person in our image o f what they
should be.

The end o f consciousness-raising leaves people
w ith no place to go apd the lack o f structure
leaves them w ith no way o f getting there.
The women in the movement either tu rn in on
themselves and their sisters or seek other
alternatives of action. There are few that are
Political Impotence
available. Some women just "do their own thing".
Unstructured groups may be very effective in
This can lead to a great deal o f individual
getting women to talk about their lives; they
creativity, much o f what is useful fo r the move
aren't very good fo r getting things done. It is
ment, but it is not a viable alternative fo r most
when people get tired o f "just ta lkin g" and want
women and certainly does not foster a spirit
to do something more that the groups, unless
they change the nature o f their operation, flounder. of co-operative group effort. Other women
d rift out o f the movement entirely because
Because the larger movement in most cities is
they d on 't want to develop an individual
as Unstructured as individual rap groups, it is
project and they have found no way of
not too much more effective than the separate
discovering, joining, or starting group projects
groups at specific tasks. The informal structure
that interest them.
is rarely together enough or in touch enough
w ith the people to be able to operate effectively.
Many turn to other political organisations
So the movement generates much motion and
to give them the kind o f structured, effective
few results. Unfortunately, the consequences
activity that they have not been able to find
in the women's movement. Those political
of all this motion are not as innocuous as the
organisations which see women's liberation as
results, and their victim is the movement itself.
only one o f many issues to which women
Some groups have turned themselves into local
should devote their tim e thus find the movement
action projects if they do not involve many
a vast recruiting ground fo r new members.
people and work in a small scale. But this form
There is no need fo r such organisations to
restricts movement activity to the local level;
"in filtra te " (though this is not precluded). The
it cannot be done on the regional or national.
desire fo r meaningful political activity
Also, to function well the groups must usually
generated in women by their becoming part o f
pare themselves down to that informal group o f
the women's liberation movement is sufficient
friends who were running things in the first
to make them eager to join other organisations
place. This excludes many women from
when the movement itself provides no outlets
participating. As long as the only way women
for their new ideas and energies.
can participate in the movement is through
Those women who join other political organisations
membership in a small group, the non-gregarious
while remaining w ithin the women's liberation
are at a distinct disadvantage. As long as
movement, or who join women's liberation
friendship groups are the main means of
organizational activity, elitism becomes
while remaining in other political organisations,
institutionalized.
in turn become the framework fo r new informal
structures.
These friendship networks are based
For those groups which cannot find a local
upon their common nonfeminist politics rather
project to which to devote themselves, the
than the characteristics discussed earlier, but
mere act o f staying together becomes the
operate in much the same way. Because these
reason fo r their staying together. When a group
women share common values, ideas, and political
ha; no specific task (and consciousness-raising
orientations, they too become informal,
is a task), the people in it turn their energies
unplanned, unselected, unresponsible elites —
to controlling others in the group. This is not
whether they intend to be so or not.
done so much out o f a malicious desire to
manipulate others (though sometimes it is) as
out o f a lack o f anything better to do w ith their
talents. Able people w ith tim e on their hands
and a need to justify their coming together put
their efforts into personal control, and spend
their tim e criticizing the personalities o f the

These new informal elites are often perceived
as threats by the old informal elites previously
developed w ithin different movement groups.
This is a correct perception. Such politically
oriented networks are rarely willing to be merely
"sororities" as many o f the old ones were, and
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want to proselytize their political as well as their
feminist ideas. This is only natural, but its
implications fo r women's liberation have never
been adequately discussed. The old elites are
rarely willing to bring such differences of opinion
out into the open because it would involve
exposing the nature o f the informal structure
o f the group. Many o f these informal elites have
been hiding under the banner o f "a n ti
elitism " and "structurelessness". To effectively
counter the competition from another informal
structure, they would have to become "p u b lic"
and this possibility is fraught w ith many
dangerous implications. Thus, to maintain its
own power, it is easier to rationalize the
exclusion o f the members o f the other informal
structure by such means as "red-baiting",
"reform ist-baiting," "lesbian-baiting," or
"straight-baiting " The only other alternative
is to form ally structure the group in such a
way that the original power structure is
institutionalized. This is not always possible.
If the informal elites have been well structured
and have exercised a fair amount o f power in the
past, such a task is feasible. These groups have
a history o f being somewhat politically effective
in the past, as the tightness o f the informal
structure has proven an adequate substitute
for a formal structure. Becoming Structured
does not alter their operation much, though the
institutionalization o f the power structure does
open it to formal challenge. It is those groups
which are in greatest need o f structure that are
often least capable o f creating it. Their informal
structures have not been too well formed and
adherence to the ideology of "structurelessness"
makes them reluctant to change tactics. The
more Unstructured a group is, the more lacking
it is in informal structures, and the more it
adheres to an ideology of "structurelessness',
the more vulnerable it is to being taken over by
a group o f political comrades.
Since the movement at large is just as
Unstructured as most o f its constituent groups,
it is similarly susceptible to indirect influence.
But the phenomenon manifests itself
differently. On a local level most groups can
operate autonomously; but the only groups
that can organize a national activity are
nationally organised groups. Thus, it is often
the Structured feminist organisations that
provide national direction for feminist activities,
and this direction is determined by the priorities
o f these organisations. Such groups as NOW,
WEAL, and some Left women's caucuses are
simply the only organisations capable of
mounting a national campaign. The m ultitude
o f Unstructured women's liberation groups can
choose to support or not support the national
campaigns, but are incapable o f mtouhting their
own. Thus their members become the troops

under the leadership of the Structured organi
sations. The avowedly Unstructured groups have
no way of drawing upon the movement's vast
resources to support its priorities. It doesn't
even have a way o f deciding what they are.
The more Unstructured a movement is, the less
control it has over the directions in which it
develops and the political actions in which
it engages. This does not mean that its ideas
do not spread. Given a certain amount o f
interest by the media and the appropriateness of
social conditions, the ideas w ill still be diffused
widely. But diffusion o f ideas does not mean they
are implemented; it only means they are talked
about. Insofar as they can be applied
individually they may be acted on; insofar as
they require co-ordinated political power to be
implemented, they w ill not be.
As long as the women's liberation movement
stays dedicated to a form o f organisation which
stresses small, inactive discussion groups among
friends, the worst problems o f Unstructuredness
w ill not be felt, But this style of organisation
has its limits; it is politically inefficacious,
exclusive, and discriminatory against those
women who are not or cannot be tied into the
friendship networks. Those who do not f it into
what already exists because o f class, race,
occupation, education, parental or marital status,
personality, etc., w ill inevitably be discouraged
from trying to participate. Those who do f it in
w ill develop vested interests in maintaining
things as they are.
The informal groups' vested interests w ill be
sustained by the informal structures which exist,
and the movement w ill have no way o f deter
mining who shall exercise power w ithin it. If
the movement continues to deliberately not
select who shall exercise power, it does not
thereby abolish power. A ll it does is abdicate
the right to demand that those who do exercise
power and influence be responsible for it. If the
movement continues to keep power as diffuse
as possible because it knows it cannot demand
responsibility from those who have it, it does
prevent any group or person from to ta lly
dominating. But it simultaneously insures that
the movement is as ineffective as possible. Some
middle ground between domination and
ineffectiveness can and must be found.
These problems are coming to a head at this
tim e because the nature of the movement is
necessarily charging. Consciousness-raising as
the main function of the women's liberation
movement is becoming obsolete. Due to the
intense press publicity of the last two years
and the numerous overground books and articles
now being circulated, women's liberation has
become a household word. Its issues are discussed
and informal rap groups are formed by people
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4. Rotation o f tasks among individuals.
Responsibilities which are held too long by one
person, form ally or inform ally, come to be
seen as that Person's "p ro p e rty " and are not
easily relinquished or controlled by the group.
Conversely, if tasks are rotated too frequently
the individual does not have tim e to learn her
job well and acquire the sense of satisfaction
of doing a good job.
Principles o f Democratic Structuring
5. Allocation of tasks along rational criteria.
Once the movement no longer clings tenaciously
Selecting someone for a position because they
to the ideology o f " structurelessness'', it is
are liked by the group or giving them hard work
free to develop those forms o f organisation
because they are disliked serves neither the group
best suited to its healthy functioning. This does
nor the person in the long run. A b ility , interest,
not mean that we should go to the other extreme
and responsibility have got to be the major
and blindly imitate the traditional forms of
concerns in such selection. People should be
organization. But neither should we blindly
given an opportunity to learn skills they do
reject them all. Some o f the traditional
not have, but this is best done through some sort
techniques w ill prove useful, albeit not perfect;
of "apprenticeship" programme rather than the
some w ill give us insights into what we should and "sink or swim " method. Having a responsibility
should not do to obtain certain ends with
one can't handle well is demoralizing. Conversely,
minimal costs to the individuals in the movement.
being blacklisted from doing what one can do well
Mostly, we w ill have to experiment w ith different
does not encourage one to develop one's skills.
kinds o f structuring and develop a variety of
Women have been punished fo r being competent
techniques to use fo r different situations. The
throughout most of human history; the movement
Lot System is one such idea which has emerged
does not need to repeat this process.
from the movement. It is not applicable to all
6. Diffusion o f inform ation to everyone as
situations, but is useful in some. Other ideas for
frequently as possible. Inform ation is power.
structuring are needed. But before we can
Access to information enhances one's power.
proceed to experiment intelligently, we must
When an informal network spreads new ideas
accept the idea that there is nothing inherently
and inform ation among themselves outside the
bad about structure itself — only its excess use.
group, they are already engaged in the process
While engaging in this trial-and-error process, there of forming an opinion — w ithout the group
participating. The more one knows about how
are some principles we can keep in mind that are
essential to democratic structuring which are also -things work and what is happening, the more
politically effective one can be.
politically effective:
7. Equal access to resources needed by the group.
1. Delegation o f specific individuals for specific
This is not always perfectly possible, but should
tasks by democratic procedures. Letting people
be striven for. A member who maintains a
assume jobs or tasks by default only means they
monopoly over a needed resource (like a
are not dependably done. If people are selected
printing press owned by a husband, or a dark
to do a task, preferably after expressing an
room)
can unduly influence the use o f that
interest or willingness to do it, they have made
resource. Skills and information are also
a commitment which cannot so easily be ignored.
resources. Members' skills can be equitably
2. Requiring all those to whom authority has
available only when members are w illing to
been delegated to be responsible to those who
teach what they know to others.
selected them. This is how the group has control
over people in positions of authority. Individuals
When these principles are applied, they insure
may exercise power, but it is the group that
that whatever structures are developed by
has ultimate say over how the power is exercised.
different movement groups w ill be controlled
by and responsible to the group. The group of
3. D istribution o f authority among as many
people in positions of authority w ill be diffuse,
people as is reasonably possible. This prevents
flexible, open and temporary. They w ill not be
monopoly o f power and requires those in
in such an easy position to institutionalise their
positions o f authority to consult w ith many
power because ultimate decisions w ill be made
others in the process o f exercising it. It also
by the group at large. The group w ill have the
gives many people the opportunity to have
power to determine who shall exercise authority
responsibility fo r specific tasks and thereby to
w ithin it.
learn different skills.

who have no explicit connection w ith any
movement group. Purely educational work is no
longer such an overwhelming need. The movement
must go on to other tasks. It now needs to
establish its priorities, articulate its goals, and
pursue its objectives in a co-ordinated fashion.
To do this it must get organized — locally,
regionally, and nationally.
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